
 

Alabama Cooperative Extension System, RREA Popular Report, FY2015 

Importance of RREA 

RREA funding was used to expand Water Wheels content to include program materials for 

agroforestry, wildlife management and wood production from Alabama A&M University 

(AAMU) foresters, NRCS, and other state and federal resources by increasing contact with 

researchers and landowners.  

Dollars leveraged by RREA 

No funds have been leveraged by RREA funds during this reporting period. 

Success stories 

Fall 2015 the Urban Green Programming workshop was held at Alabama A&M University’s 

Winfred Thomas Agriculture Research Station, Hazel Green, AL. The workshop target area land 

owner and small farmers to learn about current IMP practices, rainwater harvesting and water 

conservation practices for agroforestry operations and small farms, and invasive species in 

Alabama. Participants listened and interacted with Extension Specialists, Regional Extension 

Agents and a University Processional. All participants stayed well over the end of the workshop 

and continued to ask for additional information. 

Quotes from program participants or collaborators 

“Great workshop! Look forward to having this every year!” –Gregg & Liz DeBoer, Vinemont, 

AL. (Participant at Urban Green & Farmscaping Workshop, September, 2015) 

“Very useful information!” –John Givan, Athens, AL. (Participant at Urban Green & 

Farmscaping Workshop, September, 2015) 

“Enjoyed the speakers and field displays.” –Mark Young, Somerville, AL. (Participant at Urban 

Green & Farmscaping Workshop, September, 2015) 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Photos 

 

Urban Green & Farmscaping Program Workshop Host and Speaker Rudy Pacumbaba, State 

Extension Specialist, talking to participants about rainwater harvesting and water conservation in 

agroforestry and small farms. Location: Alabama A&M University, Winfred Thomas Agriculture 

Research Station. 

(Alabama) RREA Contact: 

Rudy Pacumbaba, State Extension Specialist, Alabama Cooperative Extension System P.O. Box 

967 Normal, AL 35762, 256.372.4266, rop0001@aces.edu  

 

mailto:rop0001@aces.edu


       

The Renewable Resource Extension Act (RREA) Program at Alcorn State University, FY 

2014 

The Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) program funds allocated to Alcorn State 

University was used to assist small limited-resource farmers and woodland owners (SFWOs) in 

Mississippi on how to improve the production of their new crop (Shiitake Mushroom). This 

high-value specialty crop is produced by utilizing wood waste from timber improvements. Thus, 

farmers are trained on how to cultivate log mushrooms on wood waste substrates obtained from 

either thinning and/or small tree top branches left after timber harvesting. Hence, many farmers 

have acquired the knowledge on how to cultivate and incubate the logs until fruiting. However, 

the major constraint encountered by most of the farmers in shiitake log mushroom production is 

the lack of adequate water supply to irrigate their logs. The availability of water is vital in 

shiitake log mushroom production in other to sustain 

optimal log moisture for fungi colonization. Therefore, 

SFWOs were educated on alternative low cost irrigation 

methods for high quality shiitake mushroom production. 

 

Education 

Many farmers in southwest Mississippi and surrounding 

area have various water sources including streams, creeks, 

ponds and wells. In other to enhance the quality production 

of shiitake mushrooms five hands-on training workshops 

and two field days were conducted to educate farmers on 

both shiitake log mushroom production practices and low 

cost irrigation methods. The irrigation trainings exposed 

workshop participants on how to irrigate their logs from 

the source (well, streams, lake or pond) through a water 

pump powered by batteries that are recharged by solar 

panels (Fig. 1) to a stationary tank. Thus, the water from 

the tank through a PVC pipe is used to irrigate the logs via 

an overhead sprinkler. A total of two hundred and forty 

participants-farmers/woodland owners (160), extension 

agents (20) and NRCS staff (10) others (50) attended the 

training workshops.    

 

Program Results 

Three early adopters are now mushroom growers, cultivating log mushrooms in Canton, 

McComb, and Liberty MS. Two more additional log mushrooms demonstration sites were 

developed as outdoor training classes for farmers in the area (Southwest MS). The wood land 

owner in Liberty who is now collaborating with Alcorn State University on water conservation 

technology has also agreed to use his farm as third mushroom demonstration site. Additionally, a 

rain water collection system to be used to educate farmers on clean water conservation irrigation 

method was introduced to his farm.  

Alcorn State University RREA contact: Dr. Franklin Chukwuma, Coordinator for off-campus 

centers. 1000 ASU Drive #479, Alcorn State MS, 39096; office phone 601 877 2312; email 

franklinc@alcorn.edu.   

 

Fig. 1: Shiitake log mushroom 
irrigation system. 1) A permanet 
water reservoir. 2) Water pump 
powered by a battery that is 
charged by solar panel. 3)Water 

tank. 4) Shiitake logs and overhead 
sprinkler 
 
sprinkler irrigating the logs 



University of Arizona, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 

Rangelands are important to the future of Arizona, comprising over 80% of the land base in the 

state, providing ecosystem services such as clean water, wildlife habitat and forage for range 

livestock production. To address stakeholder needs, RREA programming combines the goals of 

Ensuring Healthy Ecosystems and Enhancing Resource Management on Working Forests and 

Rangelands to improve Cooperative Extension’s capacity to develop and deliver educational 

programming to owners and managers of rangelands. Each year RREA funds leverage over $4:1 

from private, state and federal sources. Highlights of the use and impacts of RREA funds this 

year include:  

 The RREA continues to sponsor the award winning Arizona rangeland monitoring program, 

including Reading the Range (RTR), conducting environmental monitoring on over one 

million acres of rangeland. Rancher participation is key to this 

program. “Ranchers need range monitoring data to stay in 

business!” 

 RREA funds supported the on-line course “Noxious, Invasive 

Plants of Arizona” and the “Southwest Noxious, Invasive Plant 

Shortcourse.” Participants completed a survey which asked 

whether the information provided would assist their organization 

in the following 3 categories: 1) economically, 2) education 

efforts, and 3) invasive plant management. More than 92% (range 

92-99%) of the surveyed participants indicated that the 

information delivered at the Short Course would potentially 

benefit their organization for each of the 3 categories surveyed. 

 RREA funding supports the delivery of agriculture and natural 

resources information to small acreage landowners, new 

landowners, and backyard enthusiasts through the quarterly 

magazine Backyards & Beyond. During the current reporting 

period, 2 editions were published reaching approximately 2500 

landowners. The Backyards and Beyond website was updated to the 

Drupal platform with archival issues available online two years after 

publication http://cals.arizona.edu/backyards. 

 The Global Rangelands suite of web sites provide the platform for social media applications 

to support the goal of “Building Capacity through Enhanced Connections.” Social media 

outlets currently include: Rangelands Partnership Facebook with 515 page likes (up from 

145); the Global Rangelands YouTube channel featuring 127 videos in 16 playlists (an 

addition of 24 videos); the Rangelands Partnership Twitter page which has 249 followers (up 

from 49); a new Rangeland Partnership Pinterest page currently with 5 boards and 124 pins; 

a new Instagram account that currently has 22 followers; and a LinkedIn group that is 

starting to draw interest among Partnership members. Global Rangelands website usage 

increased in 2015 with 35,965 users (up from 27,120) and 91,407 pageviews during 43,982 

sessions.  Forty-seven percent of users are from the United States (from every state) while the 

other 53% of users come from 192 different counties.    

 

Arizona RREA Contact: George Ruyle, EnR2-N353, University of Arizona, Tucson 85721,  

Phone: 520-621-1384  gruyle@cals.arizona.edu 

Monitoring riparian 

vegetation. 

http://cals.arizona.edu/backyards/
mailto:gruyle@cals.arizona.edu


  
 

The University’s RREA program is designed to enhance the economic opportunities for Small 

and Socially Disadvantaged Landowners (SSDL) who have woodlands.  This is done by 

providing workshops which highlight the services provided by the Arkansas Forestry 

Commission (AFC) and the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS). 

 

No non-federal grant dollars were leveraged with RREA funds. However, the RREA funds 

allowed the University to purchase part of the workload for a multi-county agent that has SSDL 

with unmanaged woodlands in the area that he serves. Also, personnel from the AFC and NRCS 

participated in workshops that were provided for the SSDL.  

 

The University with assistance from the AFC sponsored two Forestry Workshops – one at the 

Annual Rural Life Conference in Pine Bluff and another at the Annual Rural Life Conference in 

Hope Arkansas. Also, the NRCS presented two Environmental Quality Incentive Program 

(EQIP) workshops to inform SSDL about EQIP conservation practices for improving crop, 

pasture, and woodland land. Throughout the year the UAPB extension associate advised SSDL 

to get a forestry management plan before making decision on their woodland. A news article 

about the importance of using a forestry management plan for woodland was published in the 

Small Farm Program’s Quarterly Newsletter and mailed to 500 SDPs.  

 

As a result of the workshops, a SSDL in northeastern Arkansas contacted the AFC to get a 

forestry management plan for the family’s woodland. The cropland on the farm was producing 

money but the woodland was not. The landowner was looking for a way to get some sort of 

income from the woodland. The AFC developed a forestry management plans for the landowner 

who took the plan to the NRCS and they developed a conservation stewardship plan (CSP) for 

the woodland. The woodland is currently in the CSP program where the producers is getting 

income from the land while installing conservation practices to develop the woodland into a duck 

hunting area for income. Also, two SSDL who signed-up for forestry conservation practices 

through the EQIP Program were accepted into the EQIP Program. 

An employee from NRCS said “It has been a joy to assist with 

outreach events sponsored by the UAPB Small Farms program. 

These hands-on activities have given high school and junior high 

students in south Arkansas a unique opportunity to learn about the 

outdoors and conservation from a variety of experts, including staff 

from NRCS. 

The UAPB contact for RREA is Leslie J. Glover, Associate Dean for Outreach and Technology 

Transfer. He is located in Adair Greenhouse Hall room 242 at 1200 North University Drive Pine 

Bluff Arkansas 71601.  Telephone (870) 575 8822, Fax (870) 575 4687, email: 

gloverl@uapb.edu. 

Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) 

October 1, 2014 – September 30, 2015 
 

 

Students measuring trees 



Auburn University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 
The Renewable Resources Extension Act allocated to the 
Alabama Cooperative Extension System is administered 
through the School of Forestry and Wildlife Sciences and 
focused on the strategic issue of Invasive Plant Species. 

Our efforts were directed primarily toward educational events and publications that enhance the 
knowledge and control of invasive plants for forest landowners, professionals, practitioners and 
natural resource educators.  In addition to speaking at 20 seminars, workshops and field days 
attended by over 1200 citizens, landowners and forestry professionals, success stories included:  

 Alabama Exotic Pest Plant Council (ALIPC) 
Conference.  We co-chaired the annual ALIPC 
conference which brought 130 natural resource 
professionals and landowner attendees together 
to gain insight into invasive species problems 
and solutions, and for valued continuing 
education credits. Post meeting evaluations 
indicated that most attendees at this well-
received meeting intended to use information 
presented. This is especially significant, as an 
estimated 3 million acres were under ownership 
or management of attendees.   
 My Alabama Woods: A new collaboration 

with the American Forest Foundation/Shortleaf Pine Initiative is providing access to 12,000 
forest landowners in northeast Alabama. Landowners gain knowledge about sustainable 
forest management, the shortleaf pine initiative and invasive plant identification and control.   

 Facebook: The audience for our Alabama Extension Invasive Plant Page continues to grow, 
nearly doubling in number of likes.  Although surveys continue to show that many of the 
forest landowners and professionals in attendance at meetings do not utilize Facebook, this 
medium is reaching other landowners.  Influencing landscaping choices and providing 
information on control of invasive plants ultimately helps reduce the spread of invasive 
plants into our forests. 

Comments highlighting appreciation of our efforts include “I am looking for invasive species 
and trying to ID every tree I see!” (participant, Teacher Conservation Workshop, July 13-16);  
“We were very informed and fascinated by your talk on bamboo. Can you write an article for our 
newsletter?” (AL Treasured Forest member, May 27); and, “Wow! Only you and E.O. Wilson 
were quoted in the article about kudzu in the Smithsonian magazine.” (Jim Miller, Aug 2015).  

External funding (federal) supporting these efforts totaled $55,000, with additional amplification 
of funding and accomplishments through collaboration with colleagues at Auburn University, the 
USDA Forest Service, the Alabama Invasive Plant Council, and the American Forest 
Foundation.   
    
Alabama RREA contact: Nancy J. Loewenstein, Research Fellow IV, 3301 School of Forestry 
and Wildlife Sciences, Auburn University, AL 36849; 334-844-1061; loewenj@auburn.edu  

Field tour station ALIPC Conference – 
Invasive Plant ID - May 2015  



 
 
South Carolina’s Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) program is administered by 
Clemson University’s Cooperative Extension Service as part of our Public Service Activities. 
The RREA program utilizes federal funds allocated annually by Congress under a set formula to 
provide educational workshops, field days, and demonstrations to landowners and natural 
resource managers in South Carolina. This year’s programming primarily addressed the RREA 
Strategic issues of: Forest Stewardship and Health and Invasive Species.   
 
RREA funds this year allowed the leveraging of 
$12,434 of programing support from State 
Agencies, Private Businesses, and Nonprofit 
Groups. 
Forest stewardship programing on Southern Pine 
Tree Improvement focused on helping forest 
landowners understand the different types of 
trees available to them.  The benefits that may 
be gained by establishing these improved trees 
on their property were also presented at the 
training.  One Tree Improvement program 
(July/2015) participant stated “At least now I 
know what open and controlled pollination and 
varietal mean.” 
Programming on invasive species covered forest 
disease and a mammalian invasive species.   

 A May 2105 program on Pine Decline 
introduced invasive Leptographium Species to 
forest landowners and managers.  The program 
sought to inform the attendees of the possible 
threat to the forests.  One participant said he 
would “More closely monitor stressed trees.” 
after attending.   
A joint Coyote Control program with SC DNR 
in March 2015 informed the landowner, 
manger and hunt club member participants 
about the biology, ecology, impacts and 
management of coyotes.  A professional 
trapper demonstrated proper trap sets during 
the field work portion of the program. Then a 
SC DNR Officer reviewed trapping laws. 
 

Clemson University RREA Contact:  Mr. Tom Brant, Program Team Leader, Forestry & Natural 
Resources, Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service, McCormick County Extension 
Office, 610 South Mine Street, McCormick, South Carolina 29835, (864) 852-2112 ext115, 
jbrant@clemson.edu 

The Renewable Resources Extension Act 
(RREA) Program at Clemson University, 
Popular Report, FY 2015 

Pine Decline program participants went on 
a field tour to view stressed timber stands 
and to learn to identify possible problems. 
 

Coyote Control program participants 
observe and question a professional trapper 
while he makes a proper trap set. 



Colorado State University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015               

Jan B. Carroll, Director, Civic & Federal Engagement 

Campus 4040, Fort Collins, CO 80523-4040, 970-491-6102, jan.carroll@colostate.edu 

Importance of RREA:    

Provides primary leadership in small acreage management, coordination, communication, and 

facilitation between and among partners. Our programming efforts in FY2015 focused on 

improving landowners’ ability to sustainably manage their entire property and define 

management objectives to promote the implementation of conservation practices. 

Dollars leveraged by RREA: RREA funds leverage internal and partner dollars to fund  $142.500 

in salaries. 

Success stories: 

 59 webinars are available on our website, viewed 6,155 times in FY 2015 (over 32,100 

times total), indicating we are reaching a significant audience otherwise unreachable. 

 Small Acreage webpage (http://www.ext.colostate.edu/sam/) continues to be a leading 

source of resources for landowners in Colorado.  During FY 2015, the website was visited 

nearly 38,400 times averaging more than 102 visitors per day, indicating that our web 

resources continue to be valuable to our audience.  

 Sixty-two one-on-one landowner site visits, which included reports and follow-up 

assistance; assisted over 100 individuals via email and phone calls on a variety of topics; 

formulated responses for seven eXtension online questions.   

 Locally adapted noxious weed pocket guide for Colorado communities. More than 1,000 

people have received these pocket guides in 15 different counties, with several more in the 

works, as a resource for treating problem weed infestations. The guides can be found at 

(http://www.ext.colostate.edu/sam/weed-flyers.html). 

 Online, searchable, Small Acreage Services Database is populated with 84 contractors. 

enabling landowners to find local small acreage resources and open an avenue for local 

contractors and suppliers to interact with rural customers.  Over 2,700 page views this 

year on the new database to help landowners take action on their lands.  

 The Colorado Land Steward Program for small acreage landowners has impacted more 

than 7,400 acres of land.   This program is funded through grants and participant fees. The 

purpose of the program is to increase the knowledge of the importance of proper 

stewardship and support the implementation of stewardship practices.   

Quotes and photos from participants at events hosted during 2015: 

“Increased pasture productivity will save money on feed in the long run.” “More knowledge 

gained in the last 2 hours than in the past 2 years.” “Appreciated valid experts’ suggestions and 

recommendations.”  

  

Demonstration Project Open House. Over 50 

landowners spoke directly with professionals 

and neighbors at a newly-seeded grass 

demonstration plot. Participants expected to 

save in excess of $40,000 by implementing 

new skills learned during the event. 

The Soil: It’s Alive.  Students (6th or 10th 

grade) play the roles of sun, plant leaves, plant 

roots, bacteria, fungi, protozoa, and nematodes. 

The game engages students (and adults) in 

understanding photosynthesis and soil nutrient 

interactions. 

 

http://www.ext.colostate.edu/sam/
http://www.ext.colostate.edu/sam/weed-flyers.html


New York RREA Contact:  Dr. Peter Smallidge, Cornell University Cooperative Extension. 219 Fernow Hall, Ithaca, NY, 14853. 
607/ 592 – 3640; pjs23@cornell.edu www.ForestConnect.info  

 

 

 

 

2015 Annual Summary of the Renewable Resources Extension Program 

The Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) is a core element of the ForestConnect program of 

Cornell University Cooperative Extension serving the needs of private woodlands through education and 

applied research programs that target owner, educator, forester, and student audiences. Program 

activities help ensure private woodland management is more deliberate and based on scientific 

principles. Program activities in 2015 provided an estimated $7.67 of programmatic output/value for 

each federal dollar invested. Strategic issues emphasized include: healthy ecosystems by managing 

interfering plant and vertebrate species, enhancing forest and wildlife resource management, and food 

security.  More than 50,000 participants increased knowledge in FY2015.   

 

The Master Naturalist Volunteer Program currently has over 200 volunteers. Collectively, volunteers 

reportedly contribute 1,300 hours annually, and have partnered with over 50 agencies and organizations. 

A great deal of volunteer time is contributed to various New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation programs including water 

quality monitoring, wildlife monitoring, 

invasive species monitoring and control 

efforts, and other projects. Volunteers 

also work with various Cornell 

Cooperative Extension county 

associations, the Cornell Lab of 

Ornithology, and dozens of local land 

trusts and non-governmental 

organizations. Since FY13, volunteers 

reported that they affected 84,038 acres of 

land, and reached 77,839 people through 

their outreach efforts. 

Master Naturalist Volunteers learning about tree 

identification and forest ecology 

 

The “New York Forests at Risk” symposium, hosted by 

the New York Forest Owners Association and 9 partner 

organizations and institutions, brought together a broad 

coalition of stakeholders to learn about barriers, threats 

and solutions for the regeneration of New York’s 3rd 

growth forest.  Recommendations included the need to 

reduce the impact of deer, manage interfering vegetation, 

educate elected officials, the public, and landowners, and 

encourage the sustainable practice of forestry.  The 

diversity and coalition of people and organizations who 

participated were identified as strengths.  One participant 

reported “the symposium was an essential synthesis of 

research and launching point for deliberate action.”  

Presentations are posted at www.nyfoa.org 

The ecological legacy of deer over-

browsing includes dominance by 

beech or other interfering species. 

 

 

http://www.forestconnect.info/
http://www.nyfoa.org/


 
 

Delaware State University, RREA Popular Report, FY2015 
 

 
The Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) programs at Delaware State University help 
prepare Delaware landowners to manage the state’s renewable natural resources more 
effectively. RREA funds are leveraged with state and private association funds to develop 
environmental educational programs that are designed to inform and motivate youth and adults. 
Each RREA dollar that supports outreach educational programs at Delaware State University, 
typically leveraged with $8 - $12 of in-kind federal, state, private, and/or local funds. In the past 
year, RREA funds were used to:  
 
 
 Support the OUTDOOR WOODLAND CLASSROOM, which targets third and fourth 

grade students in DE. It also provides adult educational 
experiences. The Delaware State University 2015 
Woodland Classroom reached 395 students and 75 adults 
through 36 hours of volunteer assistance. 

 
 
 Provide natural resource educational outreach to 214 

individuals who participated in activities and exposed 
more than 533 at the annual NATURE WALKS & 
FORESTRY EVENTS. This program teaches woodland 
owners how to identify the trees on their property. 

 
 
 Continues to support the developed DSU TREE 

IDENTIFICATION WEBSITE to assist Delaware 
woodland owners with identifying tree and shrub types though pictures of each tree and 
its leaf.  http://herbarium.desu.edu/arboretum/ this website is also used by K12 teachers 
across the state as a teaching resource. 

 
 
Delaware State University RREA contacts: 
John W. Clendaniel, Farm Management Specialist ANR Program Leader 
Telephone: 302-857-6425, E-mail: jclendaniel@desu.edu  
Dr. Dyremple B. Marsh, Dean, College of Agriculture and Related Sciences 
Telephone: 302-857-6400, E-mail: dmarsh@desu.edu 
 
Address for both: Delaware State University, 1200 N. DuPont Highway, Dover, DE 19901. 

“The woodland classroom is one of my students’ favorite leaning experience during the year”. – J. Aubrey 

http://herbarium.desu.edu/arboretum/


The Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA)  
Florida A&M University 

2014-2015 
 

The Renewable Resources Extension Act funds were administered through the 1890 Cooperative Extension Program 
in fiscal year October 1, 2014 to September 30, 2015 at Florida A&M University (FAMU) in the College of 
Agriculture and Food Sciences (CAFS).  The FY 2014/2015 RREA program provided education and outreach 
activities to small-scale farmers and community residents addressing diversified forestry and natural resource 
management alternatives to increase income.  The training content included information on estate planning, land 
transformation, land loss prevention and viable agro-forest related enterprise development opportunities.  A natural 
resource nature trail and park was developed as an example of a diversified agro-tourism enterprise for small 
farmers and landowners.  The program also engaged youth in order to address the high rate of rural youth 
(farm/ranch) outmigration from the farm and from rural communities.  Youth engagement included delivery of 
information on job related agricultural enterprises that could be realized from access to increased income availability 
from forestry and natural resources.  Completed additional enhancements to the Forest-based classroom pavilion.  
 
  

                    
 
 

   
FY 2014/2015 Outcomes 

•   480 participants increased awareness and knowledge of forest and range resources, and fish and wildlife 
generating income opportunities through three statewide and four local workshops and other media related 
tools, including Cooperative Extension newsletters, website, and Facebook. 

•   Onsite private farm resource and management assessments were conducted targeting socially 
disadvantaged and minority farmers and ranchers to encourage and/or improve their farming/ranching 
operations. 

•   Completed construction of Forest-based classroom pavilion designed to improve awareness of forest and 
other natural resources and their benefits to landowners and the community. Completed outdoor classroom 
park for lectures and demonstrations of native forest species, demonstrated sustainable forest resource 
management practice, economic alternatives and agro-tourism. 

•   More than 35 forestry related jobs were created during this period. 
•   Aggregate income or savings of $5,000 was realized by training participants from their forestry and natural 

resource enterprises. 
•   An estimated 6,000 acres of inter-generational land owned by training participants was saved from 

conversion (forced sales). 
 

RREA Contacts:  Mrs. Vonda Richardson, Administrator/Dr. Lawrence Carter, Director of Special 
Outreach Activities/Ms. Sandra Thompson, Community Resource Development Specialist and Program 
Leader, Cooperative Extension Program, Florida A&M University, 215 Perry-Paige Bldg., South, 
Tallahassee, FL 32307 

	  
2015, newly constructed seating for outdoor 

instructional lab; covered seating in the 
background	  

2015, Farm Fest natural resource 
educational event; rehabilitated Forest-

based educational pavilion in the 
background	  



 

Fort Valley State University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
  

RREA programs will assist Fort Valley State University in the use of educating limited resource 
landowners on forest management and estate planning issues.  

A total of $6,100 was leveraged with State and USDA funds to conducted trainings and 
workshops during FY 2015.  

• On October 16, 2014, FVSU Cooperative Extension Program sponsored a “Managing 
Your Land for Profit” forestry workshop in Baconton, GA.  Small and limited resource 
landowners had an opportunity to receive information on various sustainable timber 
management practices including estate & succession planning. Sessions included: Timber 
Management, Wildlife, and USDA Cost-Share Programs. The workshop consisted of 
sessions taught by experts from professional agencies such as: Donsbach and King Law 
Group; USDA FSA; NRCS; Long Forestry Consulting.  The overall participation 
exceeded more than 35 participants.  
 

• In summer of 2015, FVSU Cooperative Extension Program partnered with USDA FSA 
and NRCS to distribute a fact sheets on the forest management practices and USDA Cost-
share programs. The fact sheets were distributed throughout FVSU Extension 30 county 
target area. Total number of minority landowners reached through this outreach effort 
was approximately 1,000. 
 
 

“Landowners need to know the 
importance and impact of good forest 
management practices” said Greg 
Long of Long Forestry Consulting and 
workshop session presenter.    

 

 

 

Marc Thomas, AG Marketing Specialist, Fort Valley State University, addresses the audience on 
the importance of forest management and estate planning at the 72nd Professional Agricultural 
Workers Conference (PAWC) in Tuskegee, AL on December 8, 2014.   

Georgia RREA contact: Marc Thomas, AG Marketing Specialist, 1005 State University Drive, 
Fort Valley, GA 31030. Tel: (478) 825-6296; email: thomasm@fvsu.edu  

mailto:thomasm@fvsu.edu


       
          

The Warnell School of Forestry and Natural Resources administer RREA programs at UGA.  
State dollars leveraged with RREA funds in FY 2015 were $838,024.  Programs address RREA 
Goal 1: Ensuring Healthy Ecosystems–Invasive Species; and Goal 3: Enhancing Resource 
Management on Working Forests and Rangelands – Forest Stewardship and Health. 

Invasive Species in Georgia.  The Warnell School held 112 
educational programs on invasive species ID, mapping, impact, and 
control contacting 5,855 individuals.  Educational events included a 
variety of delivery methods on invasive plants, insects and diseases in 
Georgia; invasive plant mapping, invasive plant response to fire and 
silvicultural operations; safe and effective use of herbicides; invasive 
plant management in plantations and natural areas; early detection and                     
reporting of Cogon grass infestations. 

Damage from Wild Pigs.  Wild pig damage to agriculture and forests in Georgia exceeds 60 
million dollars by one estimate.  In 2015, we completed a statewide survey of farming and non-
farming landowners to assess the impacts on their properties and their overall knowledge of the 
wild pig problem.  Results were presented at international meetings in Japan and Canada.  
Education workshops were conducted for Georgia County Extension Agents.  An additional 
regional workshop was conducted at the Society of American Foresters national convention in 
Louisiana.  In addition, the Georgia Wild Pig website (www.georgiawildpigs.com) had over 
3,800 hits.   

Development of Forest Management Plans. We had seven meetings 
for 213 forest landowners who owned over 150,000 acres of 
woodlands.  The meetings focused on the development forest 
management plans.  Featured were the economic and environmental 
advantages of having a written plan.  Eighty percent of the participants 
who had no plans said they would now create them.  

Forest Stewardship & Health (1).  Two major ice storms (>$1 million in damages) over the last 
two years in Georgia devastated trees.  Because, Georgia averages a major ice storm every 3-4 
years over the last half century, we created an ice storm educational initiative.  This initiative 
included six detailed publications (203 pages text & figures) on historic ice storm events, 
weather / climatic causal events, ice accumulation processes, and tree species susceptibility to 
damage.  Major groups targeted for presentations and trainings included municipal foresters, tree 
health care specialists, emergency management personal, production foresters, and county 
extension agents.   

Forest Stewardship & Health (2). The Mary Kahrs Warnell 
Forest Education Center provides outreach programs that focus 
on the ecology and management of natural resources in 
Georgia for pre-kindergarten -12th grade public, private, and 
homeschool students, teachers, and parents as well as college 
students, natural resource professionals, and the public. The 
Mary Kahrs Warnell Forest Education Center reached 7,600 
people in 2015 and, of those, approximately 1,900 (25%) were 
from underserved (minority) populations.  

              
Georgia RREA contact: Dr. Michael T. Mengak, Associate Dean for Outreach, Warnell School of Forestry and Natural 
Resources, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602-2152. Phone: 706-583-8096; Email: mmengak@uga.edu. Submitted 20 
January 2015. 

University of Georgia – RREA Popular Report -- FY 2015 

A middle school student interacts with a 
snake for the first time in his life 

Learning to write a forest 
management plan. 

Invasive species detection 
and mapping workshop. 

http://www.georgiawildpigs.com/
mailto:mmengak@uga.edu


ISU Forestry Extension field day in NE Iowa. 

Attendees discussed a pre-commercial thinning on 

state ground that salvaged small diameter logs for 

post, beams etc.  

The Renewable Resource Extension Act (RREA) 

at Iowa State University - 2015 
 

 

Iowa’s Renewable Resource Extension Act (RREA) funds are 

administered by the Department of Natural Resource Ecology and 

Management (NREM) at Iowa State University. These funds are used to 

enhance programming which targets woodland owners in the state.  

 

Forestry: Funds enabled our 

Forestry Extension professional to 

target programming in several areas. 

Through a series of 9 field days, 12 

hands on workshops, 14 general 

forestry presentations, one 30 hour 

forestry short courses, and a 512  

attendee multi-state forestry 

conference, RREA funds, along with 

state, federal, and private 

contributions enabled programs to 

reach over 3800 people directly.  

Funds also enable Forestry Extension 

to create and / or revise 7 Extension 

publications in 14-15 funding cycle.  

FY 15 RREA funds enabled Forestry 

Extension to continue to overhaul and expand the online material with the website averaging 

over 120,000 unique users per month with a total yearly publication download count of over 

1.3million (provided via Google analytics).   

Fisheries: Aquatic invasive species have become exceedingly common in Iowa and detrimental 

to ecosystem health; causing declines in species richness, aesthetic value, and water quality.  

Education of landowners about management techniques for controlling these species is critical to 

stopping their spread and minimizing their impact statewide. Additionally, watershed 

management is critical to maintaining pond water quality and aesthetics.  Watershed 

management talks were delivered at 2 field days, 2 conferences, 1 workshop, and 1 guest lecture 

for a college level Golf Course Management course.  Additional information on aquatic invasive 

plant management was delivered through the Aquatic Pest Management training video. 

Additionally, a YouTube channel was created for ISU Fisheries and Aquaculture Extension 

(https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyDHx-rmZpCljgr4za05H2eHKwmMhJYI1) for the 

creation and dissemination of educational and training videos.  The monies received from the 

RREA program were essential for the travel to workshops, field days, and conferences) for 

learning and disseminating this information.   

Wildlife: ISU Extension Wildlife faculty member Rebecca Christoffel resigned her position in 

2014 and the department conducted a successful faculty search for her replacement. Dr. Adam 

Janke will be joining the faculty in May 2016 and plans are being made to run joint fisheries, 

wildlife, and forestry programming in the state. 

 

Iowa Natural Resources Contact: Report prepared by Jesse Randall, Iowa State University, 

339 Science Bldg. II, Ames, IA, 50011, 515-294-1168, randallj@iastate.edu  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyDHx-rmZpCljgr4za05H2eHKwmMhJYI1


Kansas State University, RREA Popular Report, FY2015  
 
K-State Research and Extension (KSRE) natural resource Extension 
specialists conducted the following programs using RREA in combination with other funds. 
• Forest Stewardship (KSRE Forester Charles Barden) 

o RREA funding, National Wild Turkey Federation funds, and Kansas Forest Service 
(KFS) resources enabled a two-day forest management, prescribed fires and oak 
regeneration professional development workshop to be held for wildlife professionals.  

o RREA funds and U.S. Forest Service support resulted in a collaboration with KFS that 
led to riparian forestry assessment and agroforestry project publications. 

o A collaboration with the Kansas Farmers Union led to the windbreaks seminar – 
“Emergency Preparedness for Livestock Producers” – and a two-day agro-forestry 
conference. 

o 130 participants attended the Fall Forestry Field Day in northeastern Kansas. The field 
day focused on agroforestry, riparian area, and wildlife management practices. 

o 300 people attended the 8th Annual Natural Resources Conference, which was held in 
cooperation with several natural resource societies and focused on developing 
partnerships in conservation. 

o The KSRE Forester continues to work closely with the Haskell Indian Nations 
University, Prairie Band Potawatomi Nation and the Kickapoo Tribe in Kansas. 

• Rangeland Stewardship (KSRE Rangeland Specialist Walter Fick) 
o All participants at a Burn Workshop held in Howard, KS on February 23, 2015 said 

they were more confident about conducting a prescribed burn after attending the 
workshop, which covered such topics as the benefits of burning, burning concerns, 
safety, equipment, fire breaks, burn plans, the Kansas Flint Hills Smoke Management 
Website and Smoke Management Model. Based on the post workshop evaluation, the 
participants learned the proper width of a firebreak, the importance of weather, and 
sources for good weather information. One participant said “The weather has more to 
do with proper burning than a person realizes.”  

• Wildlife and Fisheries (KSRE Wildlife Specialist Charles Lee) 
o RREA funds were used to conduct workshops, maintain a website and produce radio 

programs that helped landowners and livestock producers learn about and implement 
best predator, prairie dog and quality deer management practices. A participant in one 
predator management program, stated, “I am really pleased that Kansas State 
University would take the time to teach me how to understand coyote behavior and 
become a better trapper.” 

 

  
 
Kansas RREA contact: Gregg Hadley, Assistant Director, Agriculture, Natural Resources and 
Community Development, K-State Research and Extension, 123 Umberger Hall, Manhattan KS 
66506. Telephone: 785-532-5838  Email: ghadley@ksu.edu 

Eastern redcedar control Coyote predators KFS prescribed burn 



 

 

 
Kentucky State University, Land Grant Program, 400 East Main Street, Frankfort KY 40601 

 

Kentucky has 12.5 million acres of forested land and 

467,000 small, private woodland owners.  The Kentucky 

State University (KSU) Extension program in forest and 

rangeland renewable resources for Kentucky’s land 

owners is supported by the Renewable Resources 

Extension Act (RREA). The main site of RREA activities 

is the KSU Environmental Education and Research Center 

(EERC), a Field Station of the KSU Land Grant Program. 

The purpose of the EERC is to protect and enhance 307 

acres of Kentucky’s wild lands and provide educational 

programs and presentations concerning RREA Goals 

including: 1) Ensuring Healthy Ecosystems  (Invasive 

Plants, Climate Variability, Land Conversion, and 

Watershed/Wetland Protection and Management) and 2) Enhancing Economic Benefits. Forest 

Stewardship and Wildlife and Fisheries through Conservation of Biological Diversity are also 

priorities. Extension activies associated with the EERC  had 3,359 direct and indirect contacts in 

2015, and activities included: 

Healthy Ecosystems-Eradication of Invasive Plants and Land Conversion, Fragmentation, and 

Parcelization: Over 295 students and stakeholders took part in environmental science programs on 

how to identify and eradicate various forest invasive plant species, such as bush honeysuckle and 

burning bush, in Kentucky. There were 345 direct and indirect contacts who increased their 

awareness of options to minimize land-use conversion of forest and rangelands, a serious problem 

in Kentucky. 

Healthy Ecosystems- Climate Variability, Forest and Rangeland Water, and Wetland Resources: 

Over 1,070 people learned about the issues of climate variability and the threat to Kentucky 

ecosystems. Approximately 300 children, teachers, and landowners learned about the importance 

of ecosystems, watershed protection and management. Through trainings, teachers gained insight 

on how to educate the future generations of Kentucky land owners.  

Enhancing Economic Benefits: Biomass Energy and Ecosystems Services: Over 500 people 

learned about the potential of energy output and economic 

costs of using wood and agricultural waste for biomass 

gasification for generation of electricity. There were over 

1800 contacts who increased their awareness of ecosystem 

services through the EERC Mobile Classroom (right) and 

EERC events. Mobile classroom events included: Reforest 

Frankfort, Earth Day Celebrations, and public school visits.  

Landowner quote: “I did not realize that biomass energy 

could power a truck” 

RREA funds support EERC activities, enhance McIntire-Stennis program goals, and support formulation of 

proposals for the USDA-Capacity Building Grant Program at KSU. Please visit http://www.kysu.edu to learn how 

we are capitalizing on these limited funds. KSU RREA contact: Kirk Pomper, Ph.D., Interim Director of Land Grant 

Programs,  KSU Land Grant Program, 205 Cooperative Extension, Frankfort, KY 40601; (502) 597-5942; email: 

kirk.pomper@kysu.edu. 

(Above) Stakeholder visit to the KSU 

Environmental Education and 

Research Center. 

FY 2015 RREA Popular Report 

(Above) EERC Mobile Classroom 

http://www./


	

	

Langston University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 
Importance of RREA - The Renewable Resources Extension Act funds 
allocated to Langston University are administered through the American 
Institute for Goat Research, School of Agriculture and Applied Sciences.  RREA strategic issues 
addressed are Economic Opportunities for Individuals and Communities, and Invasive Species.   
 
Dollars leveraged by RREA - The City of Oklahoma City has matched more than $2,500.00 for 
supplies and labor needed for the RREA project entitled Rehabilitation of Urban and Suburban 
Landscapes: An Eco-Friendly Partnership between Langston University and Tribal and 
Municipal Governments project. 
 
Success stories – In FY 2015, Langston University and the city of Oklahoma City continued 
their partnership to clear unwanted vegetation along the Hefner Canal, which connects Lake 
Overholser to Lake Hefner. The canal had become overgrown with vegetation and the city was 
concerned about the safety of city employees in the clearing of the canal banks. So in 2014, the 
city approached Langston University, which deployed goats for the task for vegetation control. 
The goats have become instant celebrities and have become the subject of numerous television 
and newspaper articles. Such newspaper articles can be found at 
http://www.outlookoklahoma.com/archives/m.blog/27/the-goats-of-lake-hefner, 
https://twitter.com/hefner_goats?lang=en, and http://newsok.com/article/5380458. The project 
was so successful that the city of Oklahoma City has purchased their own herd of goats (Figure 
1) and Langston University will now partner with other tribal and municipal governments. 
 
Quote from program participants or collaborators - “The project was so successful, the 
goats did a great job of clearing the canal, that we decided to conduct our own goat 
program,” said Debbie Ragan with the City of Oklahoma City. 

 
Figure 1.  Screenshot of the local news article on the success of the Langston University goats on the RREA project. 
 
RREA contact - Terry A. Gipson, Goat Extension Leader, School of Agriculture & Applied 
Sciences, Langston University, Box 730, Langston, OK, 73050, 405-466-6126, 
tgipson@langston.edu 



 

 

Lincoln University in Missouri,  

RREA Popular Report, FY 2015  
 

The RREA program at Lincoln University in Missouri promotes conservation and 

restoration of native Missouri grasslands and wildlife. High quality grasslands and wildlife offer 

economic benefits to farmers. Approximately $4,000 was leveraged during FY 2015. These 

funds were allocated by the State of Missouri for conducting extension, education, and research 

through the Lincoln University offices of Cooperative Extension.    

During the summer and fall of 2015 we prepared and offered several extension programs 

aimed at farmers, school children, and urbanites. In August, we collaborated with deer, wild 

turkey, and wildlife habitat specialists from the Missouri Department of Conservation and we 

offered a 4 hour seminar about improving wildlife habitats. Our audience was approximately 30 

farm owners from central Missouri. Local farmers were informed about methods used for 

improving grasslands as wildlife habitats while enhancing their value for cattle production. 

Information about cost-sharing programs was also available. In September, we collaborated with 

other extension specialists and participated at our annual In Touch with Nature program, where 

we introduced visitors to several species of Missouri wildlife and opportunities for outdoor 

recreation. In October we collaborated with biologists from the USDA Wildlife Services and 

invited children from the Boys and Girls Club to come to Lincoln University Campus and learn 

about birds of prey. We exhibited and released White-tailed Hawks captured at St. Louis 

International Airport. “I did not know that wild turkeys rely so much on grasslands when they 

nest and raise their young” – Randy Kliethermes, farmer.  “I want to fly like a hawk” – Jefferson 

City, MO, school girl.      

 
  Left: audience at deer and wild turkey habitats seminar, August 2015.  Right: Wildlife biologists, extension 

specialists, school children, and hawk, on Lincoln University campus, October 2015.  

 

Lincoln University of Missouri RREA contact: Dr. Adrian E. Andrei, Associate Professor, 

Department of Agriculture and Environmental Science, Lincoln University of Missouri,  

820 Chestnut Street, 120 Founders Hall, Jefferson City, MO 65102, telephone (573) 681 5451, 

email: andreia@lincolnu.edu.  

mailto:andreia@lincolnu.edu


LSU Extension Forestry  
LSU AgCenter, RREA popular report, FY 2015 

A total of approximately 1,000 participants, representing approximately 3,5000,000 acres of 
forested land in the state of Louisiana valued extension forestry programs conducted under the 
LSU AgCenter banner at approximately $3,500 per person for a total of $1 of value added per 
acre. Listed below are the majority of the programs conducted but not an exhaustive list. Event 
planning, travel monies, and other operating expenses for Area Forestry Agents, Forestry and 
Wildlife State Specialists are supplemented with RREA funds.  These funds totaling 
approximately $80,216 are leveraged with state and university resources to conduct quality 
educational programs and field travel to assist forest landowners with managing their 
timberlands. 
A forest landowner symposia, tax workshops, feral hog workshops, forestry forums, field days 
and tree farm visits targeting private forest landowners were the primary educational programs 
conducted. Extension faculty conducted the triennial Louisiana Natural Resource Symposia, 
which had 80 participants, over 50% of survey respondents valued the symposia at more than 
$5,500 per person.  
Area Forestry agents conducted 5 forums attended by more than 350 forest landowners, owning 
a total of 2.75 million acres of timber land. Forum attendees indicated the value of their 
attendance at an average of $5000.  
2015 Prescribed Burn Workshops (2): This workshop enabled landowners to conduct safe burns 
on private property. Approximately 40 people, most of whom were forest technicians, passed the 
final exam.2014 Timber Tax Workshops (3): 70 landowners attended this workshop allowing 
them to better plan and file tax issues with respect to their forestland.  
Awards: Ricky Kilpatrick won the Extension Forester of the Year by the Forest Landowners 
Association for 2015. The LSU Forestry extension team won the Denver & Ferne Loupe 
Extension Team Award in Dec. 2014. 
Quotable: “I am pleased to notice the long term trend at the Forum to more females attending.”

Caption: SE LA Prescribed burning class 
conducting a test fire in Dec.2014  

 
Caption: SW LA prescribed fire attendees 
creating fire breaks in Sep.2015

Dr. Shaun M. Tanger, Asst. Professor / Agricultural Economics and Agribusiness 
101 Martin D. Woodin Hall, LSU AgCenter Baton Rouge, LA 70803 

E-mail:stanger@agcenter.lsu.edu  Phone: 225-578-0344 

mailto:stanger@agcenter.lsu.edu


 

RREA is vital to delivering forestry programming and education to citizens and organizations in 

Michigan. Each dollar of RREA funding is leveraged with approximately $6 of state and private 

funds. Michigan State University offers programs that demonstrate sustainable forest 

management for fiber, habitat and ecosystem health to landowners and resource professionals. 

Examples of MSU’s 2015 programs include: 

 Sustainable Forestry Education for Teachers. MSU Extension has partnered with the 

Michigan Forest Association to host a week-long retreat-style workshop on various aspects 

of sustainable forest management for K-12 teachers. The program covers basic tree 

physiology, forest history, measurements and management, including tours of active logging 

jobs. One participant offered, “This experience gave 

me so much knowledge and an appreciation for the 

people in the forest industry…I now have the 

knowledge to impart to my students the great and 

important jobs that they do. I had so many 

misconceptions, they have been dispelled!” 

 Eyes on the Forest. MSU Extension has been awarded 

a $200,000 state grant to enhance public awareness of 

invasive forest pests, including three specific target 

pests of high priority to Michigan: Asian longhorned 

beetle, thousand cankers disease in walnut, and 

hemlock wooly adelgid. A central means to engage 

publics about these pests is to adopt a “sentinel tree” 

that they monitor 2-3 times per year for potential signs 

of infestation. Nearly 100 sentinel trees were registered 

for the program in 2015. 

 Vernal Pool Program. MSU Extension, in partnership 

with the Michigan Natural Features Inventory (MNFI) 

has developed and delivered pilot programs on 

measuring and monitoring vernal pools in the northern 

lower peninsula. These programs are designed to 

emphasize citizen science through local school 

systems: Students learned about flora and fauna 

specific to these special features, then visited a nearby 

vernal pool where they took scientific measurements 

during two different times of the year. These programs 

will help increase recognition of this ecologically 

important feature in Michigan’s forests. 

 

MSU RREA contact: Dr. David Ivan, Director, Greening 

Michigan Institute, 446 W Circle Drive, Room 160, East 

Lansing, MI 48824, (517) 432-7602, ivand@anr.msu.edu 

Michigan State University, 

RREA Popular Report,  

FY 2015 
 

 

    

 
The Eyes on the Forest program 

focuses on three potential threats to 

the state’s forests.  

 

 
K-12 teachers learn about the basics of 

sustainable forest management. 



Mississippi State University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015  

Importance of RREA in Mississippi 

Utilizing formula funds provided by congress, educational programs are conducted for private 

forest landowners, foresters, and professional loggers to address the unique natural resource 

management challenges found in Mississippi. 

 

Dollars Leveraged by RREA 

In addition to funds appropriated by the State of Mississippi, 2015 RREA funds were leveraged 

by $47,366 in extramural funds from the Mississippi Forestry Commission, Mississippi 

Sustainable Forestry Initiative-State Implementation Committee, Dow Agro Sciences, and Bayer. 

 

Success Stories 

 Extreme Weather Events and Risk Management Options for Family Forests: A new short 

course with 8 offerings in Mississippi addressing and mitigating effects of climate 

change. The program was conducted for a total of 269 participants that owned or 

managed 1,579,588 acres, and participants valued the program at $2,133,500 in potential 

cost savings.   

 CRP Hardwood Plantation Management: A day of classroom instruction educating 

landowners and foresters about hardwood plantation management. The course was 

conducted in Batesville, Mississippi for 49 participants that owned or managed 132,925 

acres and that valued the program at $342,500 in potential cost savings.  

 

 

Landowners learning about seedling survival and drought conditions in Brandon, MS 

Quote: “I will be better able to help my clientele make informed decisions on extreme weather 

and forest management.” Participant of the Extreme Weather Events and Risk Management 

Options for Family Forests short course in Beldon, Mississippi. 
 

RREA Contact: Dr. Andrew Ezell, Professor and Head, Department of Forestry, Box 9681, 

Mississippi State, MS 39762. Phone: 662-325-1688. Email: aezell@cfr.msstate.edu 



Montana RREA program delivery contact:  Peter Kolb, MSU Extension Forestry Specialist, 32 Campus 
Drive, Missoula, MT, 59812-0606.  Telephone: (406) 243-4705; e-mail: peter.kolb@cfc.umt.edu 
 

High School students learn how to integrate  
sustainable conservation practices with 
profitable land management at the Montana 
Natural Resources Youth Camp 

Scientists, managers and landowners discuss biomass 
harvesting potential for solving wildfire fuel hazards 
resulting from forest pest attacks 

 

Renewable Resources and Extension Act funds 
provided to Montana State University are utilized by 
MSU Extension Forestry to offer educational 
workshops, literature, videos and assistance to forest 
managers, landowners and youth.  These efforts offer 
increased awareness of current issues, and science 
based knowledge to help Montanan’s develop natural 
resources management solutions that promote 
economically viable and ecologically sustainable 
practices. Rural landowners and communities across 
Montana are highly dependent on the landscapes they 
live in for resources and employment that support 
vital local  infrastructure and services.  Finding 
solutions that moderate climate related threats such  

as wildfires, insect outbreaks, exotic species 
and drought require quality information and 
collaboration among multiple interest groups.  
Funding from the RREA to Montana annually 
leverages approximately $180,000 in direct and 
indirect funds from the state DNRC, Montana 
Wood Products Industry, Montana Logging 
Association, Conservation Districts, the 
Montana Tree Farm Program, Montana Forest 
Owners Association, Montana Natural 
Resources Youth Camp and other NGO’s.   
During 2015 we provided 8 workshops on 
windbreak and shelterbelt establishment and 
maintenance, the Montana Natural Resources 
Youth Camp for 40 High School age youth, our 
annual Mini-college for 112 landowners and forestry professionals, and three workshops on 
forest soils protection, tree regeneration and biomass harvesting to 86 professional loggers.  
Success stories:   
We produced and mailed the Spring Montana Family Forest News to over 2500 landowners and 
professionals and developed video series on 2-part chainsaw safety, and 5-part You Tube video 
series entitled “Northern Rockies Forests; their history, how they function, and their future”.  
 

Forest manager quote:  “Great Job! You don’t know how many times I have had landowners, 
loggers and other resource professionals come up to me after one of your presentations to say, 
we need to get this on tape and share it with more people. Now you have!  This series will be a 
great resource to help spread information and develop a common level of knowledge.” 

RREA Popular 
Report FY 2015  



 North Carolina State University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 
Extension Forestry at NC State University in working with its partners have provided 
educational opportunities and tools for landowners, professionals, and others for over 90 years.  
Through Renewable Resource Extension Act (RREA) funds provided during 2015 federal fiscal 
year we have been able to focus on addressing the following three major RREA goals 
 
• Ensuring Healthy Ecosystems 
• Enhancing Resource Management on Working Forests and Rangelands 
• Building Capacity through Enhanced Connections 
 

The RREA 2015 Fiscal year funds have made it possible to have direct contact with over 1190 
landowners and natural resource professionals through 15 educational events, potentially impact 
over 1.7 million acres of forest land, collaborate with three research programs, and continue the 
development of three computer/smart phone applications.  Two of these programs are being 
highlighted to demonstrate the significance of these funds. 
 
NC Working Forest Summits:  Through a collaborative 
partnership between Extension Forestry at NC State University and 
Mount Olive University, NC Woodlands, and the NC Forest 
Service we are working together to build capacity in educating non-
industrial private forest landowners about forest stewardship and 
health.  In 2015 we were able to pool financial and other resources 
to develop 2 working lands summits that reached over 630 forest 
landowners, who control over 1.7 million acres of forests.  By 
participating in the summits landowners have increased their 
knowledge of the benefits and opportunities of forest stewardship 
practices. Through this partnership we have been able to build our 
capacity to reach landowners through out North Carolina. Two 
more summits are already planned for 2016. 
 
Prescribed Fire Communication Summit:  In support of regional 
efforts and in partnership Forestry Extension collaborated with 85 
representatives from state and federal agencies, NGOs, consultants, 
landowners and others to host a communication summit focused on 
developing communication strategies and appropriate messaging for 
landowners and consultants taking into account lessons learned 
from pre-summit efforts.  Direct results of the meeting include a list 
of best management practices (BMPs) in regards to effective 
communication with landowners about prescribed fire.  Participants 
in the summit have agreed to use the BMPs in future efforts that 
rely on communicating with landowners. 
 
North Carolina RREA Contact: Robert Bardon, Associate Dean of Extension, Campus Box 
8008, Raleigh, NC 27695-8008; Phone: 919.515.5575; email: rebardon@ncsu.edu 

Learning about forest 
stewardship  

Developing effective 
communication strategies  



 

 
The Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) at New Mexico State University 

 

The Cooperative Extension Service at NMSU utilizes funding from the RREA to enhance education 

efforts assisting New Mexico landowners and governmental agency personnel more effectively manage 

our natural resources on forest and rangelands. The primary use of RREA dollars in New Mexico for 

2015 has been to educate landowners, agency personnel and land managers in the region of rangeland 

health and monitoring.  These activities were coupled with private landowners, USDA Forest Service 

staff, Department of Interior staff and New Mexico State Land offices throughout New Mexico.  RREA 

monies are leveraged with approximately $675,000 of state, county and private funds. RREA 

appropriations have allowed the Cooperative Extension Service at New Mexico State University to 

conduct and sustain programmatic efforts in the following disciplines: 

 

These efforts have an impact across the state of New Mexico, impacting a broad array of ages, cultural 

backgrounds and experience levels.  Programmatic endeavors such as these rely heavily upon the 

combination of support, expertise and assistance provided through the New Mexico Cooperative 

Extension Service for our constituents across New Mexico.   

  

- A series of 6 programmatic efforts with emphasis areas of; rangeland heath, rangeland monitoring, 

animal health, marketing livestock for underserved populations and wildlife, livestock interactions. 

- Develop a website, http://nmrxfire.nmsu.edu/ that facilitates the coordination of prescribed fires 

across New Mexico impacting producers, agencies and communities.  

- Rangeland monitoring for producers, agency personnel, and county faculty  

- Determine the available nutritional values for forages across New Mexico throughout the year to 

facilitate educational awareness among communities, agencies and producers. 

- Marketing management educational programing throughout New Mexico. 

- Conduct the state range evaluation contest and participate in the national contest for New Mexico 

beginning producers. 

- Conduct a basic range, wildlife, forest management course for New Mexico producers and agencies 

entitled College Days  

 

  

         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

NMSU Contact: Jerry M. Hawkes, Department Head, Ext. An. Sc. &Nat. Res. 575-646-2333 jhawkes@nmsu.edu 

http://nmrxfire.nmsu.edu/


 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) programs at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State 

University (NCA&TSU) deliver educational programs targeting small scale and socially disadvantaged 

small farmers and woodland owners in North Carolina. On June the 25th, 2015 we conducted a hands-on 

training with the theme: “how to care and maintain a silvopasture loblolly pine” demonstration plot. Our 

partners were the North Carolina Extension Services, the Center for Environmental Farming Services and 

the North Carolina Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services. The workshop was conducted at the 

Center for Environmental Farming Services (CEFS) Farm in Goldsboro, NC.  

         

 
i) Dr (s). Idassi and Castillo speaking under the    ii) Dr. Franzlubbers demonstrating pruning a 

 shade of 8 year old loblolly pine trees   3 year old loblolly pine tree 

 
Silvopasture, according to the CEFS Farm Superintendent, Mr. Andy Meier, “is attracting new 

and beginning small-scale farmers and woodland owners”. At CEFS, silvopasture knowledge is 

being used to design integrated timber/grazing practices in loblolly pine stands that allow high-

value saw logs to be grown as a long-term product, while on the same acreage, an annual income 

can be generated from grazing livestock with warm season and cold season forages. Pruning of 

these trees has the added benefit of raising the tree canopy which allow more light to hit the ground. 

To reduce overstory canopy competition, a commercial or pre-commercial tree component 

thinning is recommended to create access and generate early investment income. 

 

Thirty participants attended the workshop. The field tours were done in the morning hours to avoid 

heat stress followed by the indoor session in the afternoon. Overall the participants were satisfied 

with the relevant information that was presented. The pre and post survey evaluations show that 

the field tour and the pruning exercises were highly satisfying and made the participants gain 

knowledge and skills in silvopasture.  A large number of participants wanted to see livestock 

grazing in the demonstration plot.

NC A&T RREA Contact:  Dr. Joshua Idassi, Natural Resources Specialist, Cooperative 

Extension Program, P.O Box 21928, Greensboro, NC 27411.  Phone (336-285-4688), 

Email: joidassi@ncat.edu.   



 
 

 
North Dakota State University 
RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 

In FY2015, RREA funds helped to support various aspects of the forestry program.  Included 
below is information about pest identification and management, and the Tree Risk Assessment 
program. 
 
RREA funds are blended with, and matched by, funds from many state and county-level sources.  
Programs supported by these funds are always collaborative efforts among several partners.  We 
especially wish to recognize the ND Forest Service, ND Dept. of Agriculture and the ND Urban 
and Community Forestry Association for their investment of time and personnel to make these 
programs succesful.  We estimate that over $50,000 is leveraged each year by RREA funds. 
 
 Insects and Diseases of trees – increasing capacity.  In FY2015, NDSU Extension held a 

series of in-the-field workshops on pest identification and management.  Sessions were well-
attended and participants especially enjoyed the ‘ND Tree House of Horrors’, a hands-on 
educational display developed in cooperation with the ND Forest Service.  Additionally, we 
placed a variety of educational materials – publications, presentations, photos – online for 
Extension Agents to use in their own diagnostic and programming efforts.  A particularly 
useful presentation is the one on ‘How to Diagnose’. 

 Following a full Tree Risk Assessment Qualification course in FY2014, NDSU Extension, 
the ND Urban and Community Forestry Association and the ND Forest Service joined 
together in FY2015 to offer two Tree Risk Assessment workshops.  City foresters, local 
government leaders, private contractors and County Agents from over 25 communities were 
trained.  Pre-test/post-test results showed a significant increase in participants’ understanding 
of this complex topic.  A three-month follow-up survey showed that 61% of respondents 
have already achieved a ‘fair’ to ‘large’ amount of risk reduction in their communities.  
 

 

 
Workshop participants assess a very large, 
mature cottonwood in Bismarck’s Sertoma 
Park. 
 

“[A] timely topic that is desperately needed 
by arborists in ND.” 
- Participant in Grand Forks workshop 
 
“Any type of training in risk assessment is 
always valuable because there are citizens 
and homeowners who are relying on 
someone to give them some informed 
information. It's nice to have some 
guidelines to work with.” 
-Participant in Tree Risk Assessment 
workshop (from 3-month follow-up survey) 
 
North Dakota RREA Contact 
Joseph D. Zeleznik, Extension Forester 
Soil Science Department 7680 
PO Box 6050, NDSU 
Fargo, ND  58108-6050 
701.231.8143 
joseph.zeleznik@ndsu.edu



 
              The Ohio State University 

              RREA Popular Report - FY2015 
 
  

The Renewable Resources Extension Act funds allocated to The Ohio State University are 
administered through the Extension program within the School of Environment and Natural 
Resources.  These funds support private woodland owner education, through the Ohio Woodland 
Stewards Program, and professional development short courses for natural resource management 
professionals.  The impact of Ohio’s RREA resources are greatly multiplied by combining them 
with resources from local, state, and national partners, and grant and gift resources.   Every dollar 
of RREA monies used in FY15 leveraged another $7 of 
outside funding (a combination of state, local and federal 
dollars). 
 

Ohio Woodland Stewards Program 
 
The Ohio Woodland Stewards Program has been in 
existence in some form since the late 1980’s.  In 2001 a 
program coordinator was brought on board to expand the 
program.  Since then the program has expanded from a 
multi-day short course offered once or twice a year to 
over 25 one day classes offered in a variety of locations 
around the state. 
 

• Woodland Stewards now offers hands-on one day classes on tree id (both with and 
without leaves), woodland wildlife management and woodland management.  

• In the last few years, invasive species classes have been added to the list of offerings to 
help woodland owners better manage these invaders. 

• Each year the program sees about 500 landowners attend the various classes offered. 
• A multi-state landowner workshop has been added to the course offering since 2001.  

Ohio works with Extension at Purdue University and University of Kentucky to host this 
annual event. 

• Additional focus has been given to professional development sessions for natural 
resource land managers.  

 
“This class (Winter Tree ID) is one of the best ones I have attended on the topic.  Now I have to 
go home and practice the skills I picked up here today!” 2015 Ohio Woodland Stewards 
attendee. 
 
A new class ‘Tree Diagnostics’ was added to the programming list with the intent to help both 
landowners and professionals to be better able to diagnose what is going on with the trees in their 
care.  This class fits well with the focus on healthy forests that most land managers are 
emphasizing and is one way the program continues to evolve to meet landowner/manager needs.   

 
Ohio RREA contact:  Ms. Kathy Smith, OSUE Program Director – Forestry, School of 
Environment & Natural Resources, 210 Kottman Hall, 2021 Coffey Road, Columbus, OH  
43210 Tel.(614) 688-3136.  Email:  smith.81@osu.edu 

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 

Attendees work on their tree identification skills during a session 
of the 2015 Tree School. 

mailto:smith.81@osu.edu
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Due to our (NRCS) hectic schedules for contracting we do not get the chance to provide NRCS 

employees with technical resource training like we have in the past and I think you all did an 

excellent job of introducing a mixed group of folks to numerous concepts of wetland restoration 

and management. I hope to continue the strong relationship we have with OSU NREM and carry 

on with additional technical resource restoration and management training in the future.  

Sincerely, Steve Barner, WRP Specialist Oklahoma NRCS. 

 

Oklahoma RREA Contact:  Dwayne Elmore, Wildlife Extension Specialist, Oklahoma State 

University, Dept. of Natural Resource Ecology and Management, 008 C Ag Hall, Stillwater, OK, 

74078-6013, 405-744-9636, dwayne.elmore@okstate.edu, http://nrem.okstate.edu/Extension 

Oklahoma State University, RREA 

Popular Report, FY 2015 

USDA-NRCS employees discuss 

strategies to manage private wetlands 

in the Great Plains. 

The Renewable Resource Extension Act funds allocated to Oklahoma State University are 

administered through the Oklahoma Cooperative Extension Service and the Department of 

Natural Resource and Ecology.  Programs are aimed at the 4 Strategic Issues of: Invasive 

Species, Forest and Rangeland Wildlife and Fisheries Resources, Rangeland Stewardship and 

Health, and Forest Stewardship and Health. Our target audiences are primarily landowners 

and agency personnel.   

 

NRCS Workshops – A total of four USDA-NRCS 

workshops were hosted to train staff on prescribed fire 

and wetland management. These events provided 

intensive multi-day training to 72 agency personnel 

who work directly with landowners.  

 

Quail Field Days – With funding from RREA, four 

quail field days were held. These event was in 

cooperation with the Oklahoma Department of 

Wildlife Conservation and Quail Forever.  

Approximately 100 people attended and over 90,000 

acres were impacted. 

 

Prairie Restoration Demonstration – RREA funds 

were used to complete a native grassland at the OSU 

Botanical Garden.  This demonstration site provides 

information on the benefits of native grass for water 

quality, wildlife, and reduced maintenance.  The site 

is visited by approximately 40,000 people annually 

and over 175,000 people view Oklahoma Gardening 

which highlights the demonstration site. 

 

 

mailto:dwayne.elmore@okstate.edu
http://nrem.okstate.edu/Extension


 
 

The Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) at Oregon State University 

For the period October 1, 2014 – September 30, 2015 

 

RREA programs help Oregon forest owners, farmers, and ranchers manage their lands in a 

productive and environmentally sound manner, while also insuring economic sustainability. 

RREA funds are leveraged with funds from the Oregon Extension Service (OES), other state and 

federal agencies, industry, and non-governmental organizations.  OES agents and specialists also 

partner regularly with experts from other agencies and organizations to deliver timely, credible, 

and practical educational programs.  In public educational programs conducted by Oregon State 

University, each RREA dollar is typically leveraged with about $6.50 from external sources, 

such as the USDA Forest Service, Oregon Forest Resources Institute, the Oregon Department of 

Forestry, and the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board.  In the past year RREA funds have 

been used to:  

 

 Conduct 16 educational programs for forest owners and managers, leading to the 

adoption of new and improved management practices by 100 landowners affecting 5,000 

acres of forestland in the state. Also during 2015, eight inter-generational land transfer 

workshops were held, and 44 private landowners subsequently prepared succession plans 

for passing their forest land on to the next generation.   

 Conduct 36 educational programs for ranchers and rangeland managers in the Pacific 

Northwest, leading to increased knowledge about the interaction of livestock and wolves 

and methods to improve rangeland habitat for the Greater Sage Grouse.  During 2015, 

100 ranchers have either enrolled, signed letters of intent to enroll, or expressed 

significant interest in joining the Candidate Conservation Agreement with Assurances 

(CCAA) for the Greater Sage Grouse, covering about a half million acres of sagebrush 

steppe in Eastern Oregon.   Ranchers are voluntarily ensuring improved habitat 

conditions for the Sage Grouse based on habitat assessments via monitoring.   

 Conduct 34 educational events targeting Climate Variability, including 10 Oregon Season 

Tracker Workshops for 158 participants.  Oregon Season Trackers are now monitoring 65 

new registered rain gauge stations and regularly reporting rain, hail, and snow to a 

national network known as CoCoRaHS.  

 

Doctor Tamara Cushing conducts a Ties to the 

Land Workshop at Forest Hall, on the Hopkins 

Demonstration Forest, in Clackamas County.  

Quotable Quote from a workshop participant:  

“The best part of this workshop was hearing 

concrete suggestions for planning, having 

family meetings, and the inter-generational and 

family issues I need to be aware of.” 

 

Oregon RREA contact: 

Dr. James E. Johnson, Senior Associate Dean – Outreach and Engagement and Program Leader 

Forestry & Natural Resources Extension Program, College of Forestry 

109E Richardson Hall, Corvallis, OR 97331 

Tel. (541) 737-8954, email: jim.johnson@oregonstate.edu.    

mailto:jim.johnson@oregonstate.edu


 
Penn State University, RREA Popular Report, FY2015 

 

The Department of Ecosystem Sciences and Management administers RREA funds to program in Forest 
Stewardship and Health, Wildlife and Fisheries Resources, Water Resources, Economic Opportunities 
for Individuals and Communities, and Land Conversion, Fragmentation, and Parcelization. In part, 
through long standing partnerships with the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural 
Resources Bureau of Forestry, we leverage more than $12 for every $1 of RREA support.  
 

• The 2015 Private Forest Landowners Conference: The 
Renewable Natural Resources program at Penn State 
cooperated with the Penn State’s Center for Private Forests to 
host its second statewide biennial landowner conference in 
2015. The two-day event held in March attracted 450 
landowners, natural resources professionals, and other 
woodland stakeholders. The Conference featured seven half-
day preconference field tours, three keynote addresses, and 
facilitated nine concurrent sessions each with eleven tracks. A 
tradeshow with nearly 40 vendors and partner displays added 
opportunities for information sharing and attendee networking. 
Plans are underway for the 2017 Conference on March 24 and 
25 in Altoona, PA. 

  

• Volunteer Peer to Peer Education Programs: RREA funding partially supports Pennsylvania’s 
Forest Stewards volunteer education effort. This program, now in its 25th year, focuses on peer-to-peer 
education. Research has found that in many cases private forest landowners overwhelmingly identify 
with and trust information from other landowners. Since 2015, nearly 650 volunteers have participated 
in the program and received 40 hours of training. Each year the new class of trained volunteers 
involves an average of 25 interested participants. Interestingly, nearly 470 of our volunteers remain 
active in the program. The 2015 biennial survey had a 46% response rate and unsurprisingly, PA 
Forest Stewards volunteers continue to actively promote forest stewardship in their communities. They 
gave 13,852 hours in outreach, reaching 495,000 friends, youth, neighbors, and members of the public. 
The estimated value of this volunteer time is over $312,000.  

 

• Forest Legacy: This program emphasis focuses on the future of Pennsylvania’s working forest 
landscape which provides economic, ecological, and social benefits to the commonwealth’s citizens. 
Research conducted in 2010 suggests that parcelization is reducing average forest holding size, which 
makes addressing forest management decisions increasingly difficult. Penn State is partnering with the 
PA DCNR Bureau of Forestry, the PA Land Trust Association, forest industry, resource professionals, 
and others to encourage today’s woodland owners to consider how they pass their land to the next 
generation. To this end, Pennsylvania received a RREA National Focus Fund grant designed to work 
with 20 Northeastern state extension programs to develop case studies about the experiences of 
woodland owners in planning for their land’s future, and to build a shared template for states to use in 
engaging woodland owners and their resource professionals in conversations to conserve working 
forest landscapes.  

 
RREA Contact: Jim Finley, 332 Forest Resources Building, University Park, PA 16802 

    jfinley@psu.edu (814 863-0402) 
 

 
2015 Vendor Hall at Private Forest 
Landowner Conference. “Not only did I 
take away new ideas for my own newly 
owned forestland, but I can’t wait to 
share with other landowners.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:jfinley@psu.edu


University of Puerto Rico RREA 2015 
Cooperative Extension Service 

University of Puerto Rico  

Mayagüez, Puerto Rico 00681 

RREA contact:  González, Sally    Phone: 787-833-4040 ext. 3663   Email: sally.gonzalez@upr.edu 

Importance of RREA 

The proliferation of exotic species in Puerto Rico has created a threat to the ecology in the 

island. The appearance of invasive species in Puerto Rico goes from natural occurrence to 

human interference. In either case public education is the best tool to reverse the dissemination. 

In recent years the UPRM started an educational program on invasive species with RREA funds. 

The proliferation of invasive species such as Haplaxius crudus, Scirtothrips dorsalis, and 

Holopothrips tabebuia cause loss in crops; and the cultivation of invasive species such as 

Hydrilla verticillata, Eichhornis crassipes, and Salvinia gigante as ornamental plants because of 

its splendor are being cultivated unaware that they are invasive which makes it difficult to 

control. Funds made possible the creation of a web page where news, educational events and 

fact sheets on invasive species are posted.  

It is important that Agricultural Extension Service continues its efforts in awareness and 

education on invasive species.  A field guide of invasive species was developed to be used as a 

tool for workshops at schools, extension service offices, and public general talks. The pocket 

book contains 13 species, 4 species are not present but if they appear it would cause great loss 

to agriculture and ecology in the island.   

Dollars leveraged by RREA: $13,500.00

Success Stories: 

Funds were used 

 To design and produce an invasive species field guide pocket book.

 Open House at the College of Agriculture Sciences, February 26, 2015 as part

of NISAW Week Alert (February 22-28), with the participation of the DNER,

PPQ and UPRM-Biology Department.

 Workshop offered to PPQ personnel, Mayagüez Region on invasive species, October 22,

2014. 

Quotes from program participants or collaborators: 

“Thank you for sharing your knowledge with us which is very helpful for our professional 

development. Also I will like to thank you for the professionalism and the time each of you 

dedicated which made the Expand your Knowledge activity a success.” comments by Dollys M. 

Baez Irizarry, Plant Protection Technician, USDA-APHIS-PPQ, Puerto Rico. 

PPQ workshop, participants learned about the 
damage that invasive species do to our ecosystem

mailto:sally.gonzalez@upr.edu


 
 

Prairie View A&M University, RREA Popular Report (10/1/2014 – 9/30/2015) 

The Cooperative Extension Program (CEP) at Prairie View A&M University conducted 

programs that focused on assisting a diverse audience of socially disadvantaged landowners. 

These programs were made possible by the Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) grants. 

These programs emphases the following topics and strategic issues identified in the RREA plan: 

1) Forest Stewardship and Health; 2) Invasive Species and 3) Diverse Audiences. The 

Cooperative Extension Program also delivered educational programs and landowner assistance 

through our network of extension agents and subject matter specialist. However, in order to 

accomplish this goal we assisted landowners in developing Forest Management Plans, conducted 

workshops and field days for landowners and extension personnel, and conducted one-on-one 

site visits with landowners. 

Success Stories:  

The Agroforestry Workshop: The Cooperative Extension 

Program partnered with two Community Based Organizations, 

The Landowners Association of Texas and Texas Small 

Farmers and Ranchers, to conduct a day long workshop 

focusing on Agroforestry entitled “Managing Timber for 

Profit”. Landowners came from a four county area: Houston, 

Smith, Bowie, and Nacogdoches. The workshop included a 

tour of three timber plantings which was hosted by John 

Boyette of the Texas Forest Service. The workshop included 

various sessions ranging from “Agroforestry for Land loss Prevention” by Dr. Joshua Idaddi 

(North Carolina A&T State University), “Silvopasture” by Jodie Hill (Stephen F. Austin 

University), “Controlling Timber Pests” by Allen Smith of the Texas Forest Service; “Financing 

Timber Production” by Lance  Burgay of the  Farm Service Agency to Conservation Planning by 

Janet Ritter of NRCS.  The representatives from FSA and NRCS gave a discussion to over 64 

landowners who attended the program.  Agents and specialist worked with researchers at the 

university to expose methods of deriving additional value from woodlands areas of interest are 

Medicinal Plants and Mushroom product.  Two demonstrations are being conducted on 

mushroom production, which will be used to encourage other landowners to adopt other forest 

farming practices. 

Billy Lawton, Program Leader (AGNR)  

Prairie View A&M University, Cooperative Extension Program 

P.O. Box 519; MS 2001, Prairie View, Texas 77446 

T: (936) 261-5117 

bclawton@ag.tamu.edu 



Over half of the 31,000 readers of 
the Woodland Steward utilize the 
information they learn on their 
properties. 

 
Videos are used by an 
increasing number of people 
to learn “how-to” information 
for specific information like 
invasive plant ID and control.  
 

 Purdue University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 
Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) funds for Indiana, administered by Purdue 
University’s Department of Forestry and Natural Resources, are used on programs to help 
woodland owners enhance forest health and wildlife resources. Every dollar of Indiana RREA 
funds are used to leverage an additional $2.5 dollars. Examples of RREA success stories are 
described below. 
 
Natural Resources Extension 
Internship Program – This cost-
effective program enhances student 
career potential through practical, 
hands-on experience while increasing 
our capacity within selected RREA 
issue areas. Students completed 7 
videos, made 2 presentations, worked 
2 exhibits, and helped organize 2 workshops in the areas of invasive species control, wildlife, and 
forest products. Attendees at the invasive species workshops indicated a 15- to 46-percent increase 
in knowledge regarding invasive species identification, control and available resources. Eighty 
percent found the information useful for making decisions and taking actions regarding invasive 
species control. Over two-thirds reported they planned to inspect their property for invasive plants 
and apply control techniques. Participants owned or managed 30,433 acres in Indiana. 
 
Indiana Woodland Steward – We produced and mailed in 
partnership with many state partners and NGOs, three issues of 
the Indiana Woodland Steward to over 31,000 forest 
landowners. In a recent evaluation of readers, 54 percent 
regularly utilize information from the Woodland Steward; 51 
percent, who own an estimated 1.2 million ac, have 
implemented at least one practice they learned. RREA funds 
leverage an almost 5:1 match. 
 
Integrating Wildlife into Forest Management – Indiana’s 
forests form the basis of the fifth largest industry in Indiana, 
employing almost 50,000 people.  However, Indiana’s forests also provide many ecological 
functions. Our programs emphasize sustainability of forest values. In partnership with the 
Hardwood Ecosystem Experiment, we held for 67 professional foresters and wildlife biologists a 
workshop that focused on integrating wildlife habitat objectives into land management 
prescriptions. Most indicated the information learned would help them write management plans 
(92%) on 35,000 acres or advise about forest and wildlife management (86%) for an estimated 
1,121 private landowners who own over 120,000 acres. 
 
Indiana RREA contact: Brian J. MacGowan, FNR Extension Coordinator, Department of 
Forestry and Natural Resources, Purdue University, 715 West State Street, West Lafayette, IN 
47907; phone (765) 647-3538; e-mail: macgowan@purdue.edu 



 
 

 
 

THE RENEWABLE RESOURCES EXTENSION ACT (RREA) AT RUTGERS,       

THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY, FY 2015________________________ 
 

Rutgers Cooperative Extension partners with numerous cooperators to devise and employ RREA 
programs to assist New Jersey’s landowners in effectively and sustainably managing their forest 
resources. Recently, RREA funds have been used as described below: 
 

 The Forest Management and Stewardship Program reached approximately 170 
landowners and 60 master gardeners through five presentations, field days, evening 
workshops and Tree Farm Day, primarily targeting private woodland owners. Forest 
health and stewardship topics for master gardeners included southern pine beetle, 
emerald ash borer, sirex wood wasp, viburnum leaf beetle, and thousand-canker 
disease. Topics for woodland owners included farmland assessment, tree identification, 
avian habitat, timber stand improvement, timber salvage, and forest management plans. 
With the average size of forestland ownership in NJ of 15 to 20 acres, some 2,550 to 
3,400 acres are benefiting from more knowledgeable landowners, subsequent better 
management, and a higher likelihood of remaining forested.   

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
                      

 The fifth NJ Woodland Stewards program graduated 16 volunteers. The potential impact of 
the new volunteers is significant: each volunteer is expected to spend 30 hours during the 
following year promoting forestry in NJ. At the current federal volunteer rate of 
$20.85/hour, their efforts will be valued at over $10,000. 

 
 Backyard Forestry in 90 Minutes is a new program primarily targeting homeowners and 

landowners owning less than 5 acres. Twelve programs were held attended by 25 to 45 
people per program, for an average total of 360. Program topics included winter and 
summer tree ID, insect and disease issues for trees, backyard wildlife, firewood handling 
and seasoning, proper pruning, purple martins, thinning forest stands, My Healthy Woods, 
and wreath-making from native materials. Attendees will be surveyed in 2016 to assess 
changes in knowledge and awareness. 

 

 Co-authored an 84-page book, ‘My Healthy Woods: A Handbook for Family Woodland 
Owners Managing Woods in New Jersey’. Five editions of a 10-page on-line newsletter for 
Woodland Stewards and one edition of a newsletter for the NJ Forest Stewardship Program 
were published.  

 
New Jersey RREA contact: Dr. Mark C. Vodak, Extension Specialist, Rutgers Cooperative 
Extension, 80 Nichol Avenue, New Brunswick, NJ 08901-2882; Telephone – 848.932.8993;                   
email – vodak@aesop.rutgers.edu. 

Tree identification at Tree Farm Day Typical enthusiastic BYF participants    New programs, new materials 



 
 

SC State University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 

The Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) administered by the 1890 Research 

and Extension Small Farm Assistance and Outreach and Natural Resource Program aims to 

identify key issues faced by limited resource landowners, farmers and communities.  The 

programs offered are designed to increase the audience’s awareness of renewable resources, 

forest stewardship and health, economic opportunities and modified behavior to better manage 

natural resources in five 1890 Extension Clusters (Greenwood, Hampton, Marlboro, Orangeburg 

and Williamsburg).  Educational activities for socially disadvantaged landowners, community 

stakeholders, small farmers and ranchers enhanced their knowledge about the importance of 

renewable resources stewardship in SC. 

 

 The SC State University 1890 Research and Extension Small Farm Assistance and 

Outreach and Natural Resource Program was able to conduct all activities, workshops and 

meetings in FY2014-15 using only the funds appropriated through the Renewable Resources 

Extension Act funding received. 

 

Participation in 12 cluster educational workshops, 8 cluster 

outreach meetings, 1 field day activity and 1 statewide agricultural 

legal risk management meeting provided renewable resources 

information to 736 landowners, community stakeholders, small 

scale farmers and ranchers.  Major efforts were placed on topics, 

such as soil health and fertility, native pollinators, effect of weed 

control on native and improved grass, environmental land 

stewardship, sustainable forestry, wild life habitat management, 

land ownership and responsibilities, alternative enterprises and 

agricultural legal risk management issues (estate planning, heir 

property, land lost and land used).  

 

 The soil health, fertility and effect of native and improved grass training addressed soil 

composition, nutrient management and the role of native grass in environment 

stewardship and wild life protection. Eighty five (85) landowners participated in the 

training, 92% increased knowledge and 45% changed and/or adopted recommended 

practices. As a result, native grass grazing by small scale livestock producers increased 

by 25%. 

 

 The native pollinators’ workshop addressed the negative impact spraying insecticide has 

on produce that relied on pollinators. Forty-five fruit and vegetable producers attended 

the training and 70% increased their knowledge and 54% adopted the use of scouting to 

identify beneficial versus non-beneficial insects. As a result, native pollinators’ 

population increased significantly. 

 

The RREA projects and activities gave me information to share with family members 

regarding land loss and land use (landowner from the Hampton Cluster). 

 

SC. State University Contact:  Delbert T. Foster, Executive Director for 1890 Research and 

Extension, P.O. Box 7174, Orangeburg, SC 29117    (803) 536-8460, dfoster@scsu.edu  

Tree growth lesson for campers at 
Camp Summers in Orangeburg 

Cluster 

mailto:dfoster@scsu.edu


South Dakota State University RREA  

Popular Report, FY 2015 
 
Native range and pasture lands account for over 50% of South Dakota’s total land mass of 

approximately 48 million acres.  Around 2 million acres of South Dakota’s lands are 

publicly owned, with the remaining 91% in private ownership.  Over 17,000 family-owned 

and operated ranches depend on these lands to provide grazing for approximately 3.7 million 

beef cattle and 255,000 sheep. Livestock production is a critical component of the state’s 

economy, accounting for approximately $3 billion in total cash receipts (South Dakota Agricultural 

Statistics Service, 2015).  Land managers need tools and techniques to help them monitor 

rangeland condition, improve utilization of rangeland resources, control invasive species, and 

develop management  plans to respond to challenges resulting from drought and other natural 

disasters.    The South Dakota Renewable Resources Extension Act Program (RREA) addresses 

these natural resource issues through landowner/operator educational programming. Each 

federal dollar allocated through the RREA program is leveraged with more than $50 in state, 

private, and /or local funds. 

 

RREA Activities 

 South Dakota Grazing School was offered in 2015 for the 12th consecutive year. Intensive   

training in monitoring, grazing management, plant  identification, holistic management, and   

development of ranch grazing management plans was offered to over 25 ranchers and 

grassland managers during the 2 1/2 

day session 

 SDSU Extension maintains the SD 

Grasslands Coalition website 
which supports 7,300 site visits and 

18,250 page views annually 

 SDgrassinfo listserve disseminates 

current information to (and from) 

producers and agencies and serves 

as a moderated question/answer 

forum on rangeland management 

related issues for more than 700 

subscribers 

 Rangeland monitoring workshops 

and pasture walks for public and 

private land managers  were conducted to assist with establishing sustainable stocking rates 

 
 
Educational Products 
Content was contributed by educators for ranch and rangeland management through SDSU 
Extension’s iGrow website at:  http://www.igrow.org. 

 

Institutional Contact  

Dr. Barry Dunn, Dean and Director, SDSU Extension, Box 2207, Brookings, SD 57007; 

Barry.Dunn@sdstate.edu 

Figure 1. Examining grazing impacts on herbaceous diversity in 
Ponderosa stands to guide grazing management decisions 

https://insidestate.sdstate.edu/extension/ces/graphic_identity/Logos/SDSU Extension Logos/SDSU_ExtLogo_CMYK.jpg
http://www.igrow.org/
mailto:Barry.Dunn@sdstate.edu


 

 
 

Southern University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015  
Importance of RREA:  The program is focused on forest stewardship and health. The program addressed 

several important issues, such as, climate variability, biomass for energy, invasive species and ecosystem 

services.  

 

Dollars leveraged by RREA 

Approximately $25,000 was leveraged by RREA funds during the reporting period. The sources of funds 

were from the private sector.   

 

Success stories 

 

 SU RREA program organized and presented two exhibits at the 2015 Society of American 

Foresters National Convention in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. More than 2000 participants were 

reached (Fig1).  

 

 SU RREA Program organized and implemented a two day Urban Forestry and Natural Resources 

Seminar and Workshop in April 2015. http://suagcenter.blogspot.com/2015_04_01_archive.html 

The workshop provided the latest information about the precious urban forests and green 

infrastructures in Louisiana. There were expert presentations on education, research and outreach 

activities in Urban and Community Forestry and Urban Natural Resources. More than 200 

participants learned about the latest technologies available for managing City Forests. A forum for 

diversity and community involvement in urban forestry and natural resources were accomplished. 

 

 SU Climate Variability educational and outreach efforts targeted the agricultural sector, urban and 

rural residents, educational entities, and community organizations in Louisiana through the SU 

Agricultural Research and Extension Center, SU Urban Forestry Program and many partner 

organizations. SU also participated in two national events related to climate variability and 

delivered presentations to more than 5,000 participants.     

    

 
 

Fig1. SU Urban Forestry Program organized an urban forestry seminar and a wetland ecosystem tour 

during the Society of American Foresters National Convention in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.  

                                                           

RREA Contact:  Kamran Abdollahi, Ph.D.  Urban Forestry Program Leader, P.O. Box 10771, Baton 

Rouge, LA 70813. Phone: 225-324-8206 or 225-771-6291. Email: kamrana664@cs.com or 

Kamran_abdollahi@suagcenter.com. 

http://suagcenter.blogspot.com/2015_04_01_archive.html
mailto:kamrana664@cs.com


 
 

Tennessee State University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 of RREA: 

 

The NIFA RREA program provides Tennessee State University with funding to support and 

conduct educational programs intended to:  

 improve decision-making by providing the knowledge and tools for an increased 

understanding of the potential benefits derived from current and emerging 

economic opportunities provided by forests and rangelands;  

 teach the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to assess and respond to risks, 

threats, opportunities, and trade-offs; and  

 develop and apply innovative strategies that reach and engage stakeholders more 

effectively and efficiently.  

Primary targets are landowners, land managers, and other current and future professionals. 

 

Dollars leveraged by RREA: 

A total of $13,500 in program support was provided by RREA during the 2015 fiscal year.  

 

Success Story: 

The TSU 2015 RREA program continued to 

provide training workshops to equip landowners 

with knowledge and skills on emerging digital 

mapping and GIS technologies including 

empowering them to use freely available tools 

and data for forest and ranch site planning and 

management. A total of 90 forest landowners 

participated in four training workshops which . 

were conducted in Hardeman, Rutherfords, 

Shelby and Davidson counties. Participants 

explored variety of techniques available in 

Google Maps through demonstrations, hands-on 

exercises, and discussion. 

 

The program enable visualize aerial photos and terrain of the land features, layout of properties 

boundaries. These tools open vast of opportunities to landowers to view, share, and make 

management decisions regarding their forestland.  

 

Tennessee State University RREA contact: 

Dr. Solomon Haile, College of Agriculture, Human and Natural Sciences; 3500 John A. 

Merritt Boulevard, Nashville, TN 37209-1561; 615-963-5445; shaile@tnstate.edu. 

Landowners Group in training session (Photo by 

Raphael Smith, TSU Student Aid) 



 

 

                         Texas A&M University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 

Importance of RREA - Texas, with over 26 million residents representing a 36% increase in 

population over the last few years is experiencing a 

significant change to its rural working lands, one that 

has implications for rural economies, natural resources, 

wildlife, and water.  The primary educational goals of 

Texas RREA focus on healthy ecosystems, and the public benefit of private land stewardship for 

our state’s water, wildlife, food and fiber production.   These education goals are met through 

traditional field days and publications and more recently through social media efforts. 

Dollars leveraged by RREA – Texas leveraged RREA funds this fiscal year nearly .75:1 with 

approximately $75,000 of state funds to support land stewardship, wildlife management and 

support county agent programming efforts. 

Success Stories - RREA projects supported this year included more web-based or on demand 

training opportunities.  For example, the Living with Texas Fire project funded this year has 

completed 19 more videos to add to the 5 from last year.  They can be viewed here: 

http://agrilifeextension.tamu.edu/solutions/living-with-texas-fire/  

Additionally, the Generation Next: 

Our Turn to Ranch project serves 

to target adult children and 

grandchildren of landowners who 

want to get involved in the family 

ranch.  During 2015, three 2-day 

schools where conducted around 

the state with a total of 90 

participants attending.  Topics 

discussed at the schools include: 

how to start an ag business, 

understanding business taxes, 

marketing your product and 

yourself, using technology to your benefit, how to set up grazing and wildlife management 

leases, multi-generational ranching, understanding market fluctuations, land management 

techniques, coping with invasive species and alternative operations to add to the business. 

 

RREA contact: Roel Lopez, Director, Texas A&M Institute of Renewable Natural Resources, 

2260 TAMU, Centeq Building, Room 110, College Station, Texas 77843-2260, 

 telephone (979)845-7726 email: roel@tamu.edu 

“Water conservation starts where 

the first rain drop falls” 

Lyndon B. Johnson 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=agrilife+extension+logo&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=2oiSxm4RPLUb6M&tbnid=Ui5lKv-bTLuFJM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://texashelp.tamu.edu/about-texas-agrilife-extension.php&ei=n7UkUYX3GIb48gTiq4G4Dg&bvm=bv.42661473,d.eWU&psig=AFQjCNFF9lQ4nbFPQmnntgHccLMFy0EuVw&ust=1361446681301722
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=irnr+logo&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=CLNN-g4O8Wm7LM&tbnid=-TnCaWw97za5WM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://gccesu.tamu.edu/contact/&ei=ErYkUbjgN4_M9ATVg4HgBQ&bvm=bv.42661473,d.dmQ&psig=AFQjCNGomRe2bShSjTK81pkEOva9adZISA&ust=1361446797334525
mailto:roel@tamu.edu


 

 

 

 

Tuskegee University RREA, Poplar Report, FY2015 

Tuskegee University implements programs with funding under The Renewable Resources 

Extension Act (RREA) that target primarily underserved landowners of the Alabama Black Belt 

Region. The goal is to help participants more effectively manage their forest and renewable 

natural resources.  The RREA funds leveraged with state funds helped to deliver programs to 

students and landowners from underserved backgrounds. During fiscal year 2015, these funds 

were used to: 

 Present information on forest and renewable resources to 268 Macon County Residents 

and Tuskegee University Students. Presentations included tree identification, soil and 

water, forest fire suppression, plant identification, Wildlife Habitats, and forest pest all  in 

collaboration resource managers on the Tuskegee National Forest. 

 Alabama Forestry Camp – provided in-depth hands own forest resource related learning 

experiences for 20 High School students from various locations in Alabama. 

 Classroom in the forest – was presented to fourth and fifth graders from six west 

Alabama Counties. 

 Small Farmers Area Work Conference – 30 participants were provided with information 

on estate planning and managing your forest resources for profit. 

 Introduce 135 underserved forest landowners to silvopasture management, intensive 

timber management, how to choose a consulting forester, how to sell timber and 

introduction to opportunities on national forest through several workshops. 

 

 

 
Tree ID Tuskegee N.F. Festival in the Forest 

 
Selling your Timber/Choosing a Consultant  

RREA Contact: Ronald C. Smith; Director of Forestry and Natural Resources; 102 Morrison-

Mayberry Hall; Tuskegee University; Tuskegee, AL; 36088; smithrc@mytu.tuskegee,.edu  

mailto:smithrc@mytu.tuskegee,.edu


 

 

University of Vermont, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 

Contact:  Dr. Douglas O. Lantagne, Dean and Director, UVM Extension; 23 Mansfield Avenue, 

Burlington, VT 05401-3323; 802.656.2990; email: douglas.lantagne@uvm.edu  
 

The Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) program funds allocated to the University of 

Vermont are instrumental in the development and expansion of programs and resources designed to 

build capacity to care for and protect public trees and forests, address invasive forests pests such as 

emerald ash borer (EAB), and provide education to enhance the profitability of maple producers and 

businesses. VT receives $50,000 in RREA funding, leveraging these funds with an additional $266,000 

in grants from VT Department of Forests, Parks, and Recreation (FPR) and VT Agency of Agriculture. 

Below are highlights of successful programs benefiting directly from RREA. 
 

Caring for Vermont’s Urban Forest  

The VT Urban and Community Forestry Program (UCF) has been working on a multi-year effort to 

support communities in three specific ways: (1) conducting a public tree inventory to assess urban forest 

structure, composition, and health; (2) developing strategic action plans; and (3) providing technical 

arboriculture training for town staff to promote the proper care and management of public trees. In FY 

15, 9 public tree inventories, 7 technical arboriculture trainings and 8 strategic plans initiated. Using 

USDA Forest Service’s iTree software, economic value of the ecosystem services and savings provided 

by public trees was calculated.  In total, the 6,294 public trees inventoried provide over $500,000 in 

ecosystem services and savings annually to Vermont communities; now these communities have the 

data and language to communicate these benefits to their leadership and citizens.   
 

Forests for the People: Celebrating 100 Years of VT Town Forests 

In 2015 Vermont commemorated landmark legislation - 100 years of the Municipal 

Forest Act. The Act enabled the creation of Vermont town forests to deliver social, 

economic, and environmental benefits. To recognize this milestone, UVM 

Extension assembled partners to deliver a year-long outreach and education 

campaign to celebrate Vermont’s long and proud tradition of towns owning and 

managing their own forests, recognize the public value of town forests, and identify 

accomplishments in town forest stewardship.  Highlights include:  

*All 180 Vermont senators and representatives signed on to a Town Forest  

Commemorative Resolution recognizing the benefits town forests provide to our 

communities.  In conjunction with the passing of the Resolution, a press conference was held.  Over 

1,000 Vermont youth (grades 1-12) participated in Growing Works of Art contest or Young Writers 

Project Town Forest Writing Challenge; *3 high quality audio vignettes (Voices Project) captured the 

story of 3 Town Forest volunteers; *14 town forests received an award for their accomplishments in 

stewardship over the last 100 years; *125 state and local conservation and stewardship leaders 

attended a day-long educational and networking event for community volunteers engaged in planning 

and caring for natural resources and town forests (into FY 16); *23,200 Twitter impressions, 3,838 

Facebook impressions and 248 Facebook engagements; *1,595 unique visitors to the website during 

a 4-week social media campaign (into FY 16).   
 

VT Tree Tagging and Firewood Awareness Week UVM Extension 

continues to be a leader in coordinating invasive outreach and education with 

state and federal partners. In 2015, VT UCF worked with program partners to 

develop and host Firewood Awareness Week in conjunction with the national 

EAB Awareness Week. Results from Firewood Awareness Week (and beyond) 

include: *Tree tagging displays at 13 federal and state campgrounds, 14 rest  

areas, and 2 trailheads throughout Vermont during May-September, 2015. 

*The tree tagging displays reached an estimated 384,460 people.  

Figure 1:  Growing Works of 

Art Contest, 1st Grade Winner  

 Figure 2: Mt. Philo Park Ranger,   

‘Firewood Awareness’ Tree Tag 

 

mailto:douglas.lantagne@uvm.edu
http://www.vtcommunityforestry.org/celebrate/arbor-day/growing-works-art-contest
http://youngwritersproject.org/forest15-details
http://youngwritersproject.org/forest15-details
http://www.vtcommunityforestry.org/celebrate/voices


 
The RREA supports Wisconsin’s strategic 
statewide forestry and renewable resource 
programming efforts.  University of Wisconsin-
Extension (UWEX) emphasizes integrated, 
applied research and university outreach through 
the Natural Resources Education Program (NRE) 
and forestry, wildlife and natural resource 
specialists who partner with public agencies and 

private landowners.  In 2014-15, RREA funds were highly leveraged with more than $425,000 in 
UWEX and Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources funds to provide a number of 
educational efforts with the goal of reaching some of the estimated 135,000 non-industrial 
private forest landowners in the state.  Several highlights include: 
§   Wisconsin Coverts Project - In 2015, 32 landowners owning over 10,800 acres attended 
Coverts, a 3-day woodland wildlife management workshop.   A 1-year follow-up survey of the 
2014 workshop attendees (27 landowners/23 properties) indicated they reached out to an 
estimated 544 additional landowners (9,610 acres).  91% of survey respondents implemented at 
least one habitat management activity on their land since attending Coverts in 2014.  91% 
percent of the survey respondents developed useful contacts with professionals from state, 
federal, and non-profit organizations.   
“Coverts made me think more about all the ecosystems on my land and how changes made to 
one effect the other.” - 2014 Wisconsin Coverts Project participant. 
§  Learn About Your Land (http://www.woodlandinfo.org/) – RREA funds supported "Learn 
About Your Land" (LAYL) classes in Madison and Milwaukee locations in 2015.  A total of 131 
private woodland owners received hands-on training in a variety of forest management 
techniques.  Urban areas were selected to target owners of recreational properties in rural areas. 
§  Driftless Forest Network (DFN) - To date, social marketing campaigns have encouraged 
greater landowner engagement in active forest management. These campaigns have resulted in 
over 2,000 landowners responding to promotions such as a free visit with a forester, 
informational materials or informational handbooks. A summative evaluation was also 
performed during 2015 with a final report expected in early 2016.  
§   Forestry Facts Publication series - is supported by RREA and housed at the UW-Madison 
Department of Forest and Wildlife Ecology and updated website 
(http://woodlandinfo.org/publications/where-start-publications). 
§   Wisconsin’s Wood Products – In cooperation with Northcentral Technical College a short 
course on Hardwood Lumber Grading was delivered, as was a Kiln Drying short course during 
2015. Additional presentations were also provided over the course of the year on topics such as 
wood value in local supply chains, logger viability and capacity in MN and WI, and logger sector 
wages and compensation.  
§   Development and Implementation of Land Management Plans and Practices at WI 
Nature Centers - This project worked with nature centers to assess their land management 
needs, provide consultations, and facilitate best-management practices. This effort included 3 
graduate and 23 undergraduate students at the UW-Stevens Point working with three 
organizations at five sites.  
State RREA contact for Wisconsin:  Dr. Karl Martin, State Program Director for Community, 
Natural Resource and Economic Development, Rm. 625, 432 N. Lake St., Madison, WI   53706. 
Tel. (608)262-1748. e-mail: karl.martin@ces.uwex.edu    

University of Wisconsin, RREA Popular Report, FY2015  

Coverts Program Participants – Photo: J. Nack 



 

 

RREA programs help Maryland’s diverse forest landowners make sound forest stewardship 

decisions and provide education for professional foresters, loggers, and local government 

officials. RREA funds are leveraged so that each RREA dollar is leveraged with $5 of state, 

private, or local funds to offer the programs below.  http://extension.umd.edu/woodland 

 

 MD Small Farm Conference is a program initiated by The University of Maryland Eastern 

Shore to educate minority landowners of farming and forestry practices available to them. 

Involves a 2 day conference with a field trip to local forests discussing forest management 

options.  The conference attracts over 250 participants, with 30 attending the field trip.  It has 

proven an effective outreach tool to reach underserved and/or minority audiences.    

 General Forestry Correspondence Course is a non-credit course that requires developing a 

forest stewardship plan. Started in 2000, 231 forest landowners have completed the course 

and received a certificate of completion.  Participants own a total of 13,145 forested acres.  

Follow up surveys indicate the following practices have been implemented: wildlife 

management enhancement (42%); firewood cutting (39%); timber stand improvement (36%); 

and reforestation (34%).  One Landowner said, “A great all round course on the subject of 

forestry. Anyone who is going to buy land should take this course first.”   

 

 MD Master Naturalist Program is a volunteer training program established in 2010 as a 

science-based natural resource program.  The mission of this program is to engage citizens as 

stewards of Maryland’s natural resources and to encourage them to share their enthusiasm 

and science-based knowledge with others. In 2015 there were 2 facilitator training programs 

held training 6 new volunteers.  Maryland now has a total of 247 Master Naturalist’s.   

 

 MD/DE Master Logger Program is a voluntary education program designed to help loggers 

meet the ever-increasing demands on the logging profession. The program consists of 3 parts: 

16-hour core on BMP’s; CPR & First Aid certification; and an annual 4-hour continuing 

education requirement. Two trainings for 26 loggers were completed in 2015. Seven new 

master loggers were certified in 2015.  Training formats were both classroom and on-line. 

 

Teaching forest landowners management options 

Maryland RREA Contact: Dr. Bob Tjaden, Extension Specialist & Professor, Environmental/ 

Natural Resource Management & Policy, College of Agriculture & Natural Resources, P.O. Box 

169, Queenstown, MD 21658. (410) 827-8056. Email: rtjaden@umd.edu         

University of Maryland College Park and 

University of Maryland Eastern Shore  

RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 

http://extension.umd.edu/woodland
mailto:rtjaden@umd.edu


 

University of Alaska Fairbanks RREA FY 2015 

The USDA NIFA RREA funds enable Extension programs in Alaska serving residents living 
near forested areas interested in and concerned about biomass energy, forestry, wildlife habitat 
and economic opportunity. This program enhances Alaskans’ quality of life as they live in, 
utilize, develop and conserve forest resources for current and future generations. 

RREA funds awarded to Alaska in FY15 ($81,683) were leveraged with funds from the State 
Division of Forestry, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Alaska Energy Authority, Alaska 
Center for Energy and Power (UAF) and appropriations from the Alaska legislature to the 
University of Alaska in support of UAF Cooperative Extension Service. 

• Six educational events about forestry and wildlife based income opportunities and 21 
forest biomass educational events related to production and utilization directly and 
indirectly increased the awareness and knowledge of nearly 1,500 participants statewide. 

• Six new biomass facilities were constructed and a number of others were improved, 
helping Alaskans develop often cheaper but also locally obtained energy for heat and 
power. 

• At least a dozen new jobs were created just in the operation of those facilities and twice 
the number in biomass wood procurement and processing. 

• Twelve new and existing businesses throughout the state started or expanded as a result 
of increased biomass utilization and greater understanding of forest stewardship 
principles. 

• More than 220 acres of forest wildlife habitat was rejuvenated to improve moose and 
game bird populations important to local subsistence and economic development. 

                                

Forest owners, foresters, industry and research faculty collaborate at educational events. The Tok 
School Biomass Project provides heat and power using biomass and also heats a greenhouse that 
supplies six schools in northeast Alaska with fresh produce all winter. 

RREA contact: Glen Holt, Extension Forester, University of Alaska Cooperative Extension Service 
P.O. Box 757200 Fairbanks, AK 99775 • Phone: 907-474-5271 • email: ggholt@alaska.edu 



 
The Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) State Report – Arkansas 

 
Report Period: October 1, 2014– September 30, 2015 

 
The Arkansas program is administered by the University of Arkansas’s Division of Agriculture, 
Cooperative Extension Service. RREA funding provides salaries and support for educational efforts 
directed to the needs of registered foresters, natural resource managers, private family forest owners, and 
the public at large.  
 
RREA Funding Allocated to Arkansas:  $85,150 
Estimated Leverage:   RREA funds were leveraged with additional outside support of $100,000 from 
programs administered by the Arkansas Forestry Association, the Arkansas Board of Registered 
Foresters, and the NRCS.  Examples of the use of RREA funds include: 
 
Education about Feral Hog Control on Private Lands: Feral hogs are expanding in the Southeast and 
are present in every county in Arkansas.  A collaborative program to educate private landowners about 
feral hogs and their control is being led by the Arkansas Forest Resources Center, University of 
Arkansas Cooperative Extension Service. The purpose is to educate private landowners about feral hogs 
to increase awareness, reduce damage through localized trapping, and improve the conservation of 
natural resources.  Four regional workshops attended by 221 landowners were conducted in FY15.  An 
educational display was staffed at 13 events resulting in an estimated 3,616 viewers. Eight county 
Extension agents conducted nine demonstrations of trail camera surveillance techniques, and four 
county agents implemented seven field demonstrations of corral trapping on private lands. 

 
 
 

 
Invasive Species: The Invasive Species Program is delivered via several methods including the 
arinvasives.org website, the UA website, fact sheets, social media, and presentations to several different 
audiences including gardening clubs and loggers. A post on Face Book about the Emerald Ash Borer 
reached the most people (49,507) than any other post by the UA Division of Agriculture System 
 
Arkansas RREA Contact: Dr. Tamara Walkingstick, Associate Professor– University of Arkansas 
Division of Agriculture, Cooperative Extension Service., 2301 South University Ave. Little Rock, AR 
72204  telephone: 501-671-2346, email: twalkingstick@uaex.edu. 

After attending a feral hog workshop, one 
landowner decided to “use traps over 
shooting as a method of control,” and another 
described a strategy of “using [surveillance] 
cameras, then bait, then trap.” 

County Agent describes management 
practices for feral hog control to 
participants at the In Woods Expo. 

mailto:twalkingstick@uaex.edu


 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
University of California, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 
The University of California Agriculture and Natural Resources administers the Renewable Resources 
Extension Act (RREA) Program of California. It uses the RREA federal funds allocated annually to 
implement a competitive grants program that requests proposals to develop and/or support projects/activities 
that address the educational and extension needs in the management of California's valuable renewable 
resources on forests and rangelands. This RREA funding brings valuable Extension programs and materials 
to a wide range of California citizens including range and forest landowners and managers, local and state 
policy makers, and school-aged youth. For each RREA dollar invested typically $8 is leveraged from other 
sources such as state, private, and local government funds. During FY 2015 the California RREA 
competitive grants program funded seven Extension projects and while each of these deserves special 
recognition for their accomplishments, only a few can be highlighted. 
 
! Building Environmental Literacy through the Forestry Institute for Teachers (FIT) 
 

Educators explore natural 
materials with smartphone 
mini microscopes at the 
Forestry Institute for 
Teachers.  
 
 
 
! Aquatic Invasive Pest and Plant Species Online Detection and Prevention Education for Users of 

California’s Freshwater Ways and Wetlands   
 

 
California Aquatic 
Invasive Species website 
http://ucanr.edu/sites/calais 
 
 
 
Federal partnerships, like those supported through UC Cooperative Extension and RREA continue to make a 
difference at the local level and expand our impacts. Please visit our website at http://ucanr.edu/sites/rrea/ 
for full stories of our RREA successes. Contact: William Frost, Associate Director, UC Cooperative 
Extension, 2801 Second Street, Davis, CA 95618, (530) 750-1312, wefrost@ucanr.edu. 

Cooperative Extension 
 

2801 Second Street 
Davis, CA 95618-7774 
(530) 750-1312 office 

wefrost@ucanr.edu 
http://ucanr.edu/sites/rrea/ 

1

This RREA funded project evaluated and expanded the effectiveness of our Forestry 
Institute for Teachers (FIT) program. The evaluation showed past FIT participants had 
greatly increased their awareness of forest health and resource management, and had 
more awareness of natural resource issues. Expanding FITs effectiveness a hands-on 
activity was developed and Summer 2015 FIT participants, after presentations on forest 
dynamics, were instructed on how to build and use miniature platform microscopes, 
including smartphone mini-microscopes. These novel teaching tools provide a simple 
way to look more closely at the natural world and since many past FIT participants have 
implemented forest-focused activities in their classrooms the information and tools 
should similarly reach students throughout California. “Great! I will definitely be 
building and using the platform microscopes” FIT participant, 2015. 

2

 

Aquatic invasive pest and plant species cause great ecological harm and ecosystem 
economic loss to California’s freshwater ways and wetlands. Partially funded by 
RREA, the California Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) website was created to educate 
and empower agency, volunteer, and recreational users of California’s impounded 
freshwater ways and wetlands to report suspected AIS. The AIS website has tools 
available to help identify and report suspected AIS and information on how to 
properly decontaminate gear and vehicles to avoid spreading AIS. “Can’t wait to 
share it with others! Great tools to make a difference for AIS” Participant in beta test 
of California Aquatic Invasive Species website. 



 

Tree wardens and deputy tree wardens 

acquire new knowledge and adopt new, 

effective behaviors such is correct tree 

planting methods. 

 

University of Connecticut, 

RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 

 

University of Connecticut RREA programs (through UConn Extension) are designed, 

implemented, and evaluated to help better conserve, replace, and manage municipal trees and 

community forests to improve quality of life and ensure the environmental, economic, and social 

sustainability of Connecticut cities, towns, and villages.  

 

University of Connecticut RREA programs specifically target municipal tree wardens, deputy 

tree wardens, and chief elected officials.  Since 1901, Connecticut state law has mandated the 

appointed of a tree warden in every 169 communities.  The tree warden then has care and control 

over all public trees in that community.  State law also enables tree wardens to appoint deputy 

tree wardens, and to date over 101 have been appointed. 

 

Until 2013, state law did not require tree wardens and 

deputy tree wardens to have any public tree management 

qualifications.  In 1991, and based on a state-wide needs 

assessment survey, UConn Extension developed voluntary 

outreach education programs to educate and motivate tree 

wardens.  In 2013, the Connecticut Assembly revised the 

state tree warden law requiring tree wardens and deputy tree 

wardens to be qualified.  The voluntary program became the 

program of choice ensuring compliance. 

 

* Thirty-one tree wardens, deputy tree wardens, municipal 

engineers, and others participated in the 17
th

 annual Tree 

Warden School.  Since 1998, 439 key municipal people 

responsible for community forestry activities have passed the final course exam and continue 

to obtain required continuation education credits to maintain certification. 491 tree wardens 

total attended certification workshops.  

 

* One-thousand, three-hundred and thirty-seven contacts were made through direct engagement 

with urban forestry stakeholders through one-on-one sessions, two tree warden workshops, one 

annual state-wide urban forestry conference, and 29 public presentations to community forestry 

groups, conservation commissions, planning and zoning boards, and select boards. 

 

Programs were designed to provide essential, current, and timely information and to motivate 

people to apply new knowledge gained.  From October 1, 2014 to September 30, 2015, each 

RREA dollar leveraged approximately $3.77 from grants, education event fees, publication 

purchases, and organization membership dues.   

 

“Your book is fabulous and gave me much valuable information. I am sure I will refer to it over 

and over again in the future. Thanks.” – Julia (Tree Warden School graduate) 

 

Connecticut RREA contact: Robert M. Ricard, Ph.D., CF, Senior Extension Educator, Urban 

and Community Forestry, University of Connecticut Extesnions, 1800 Asylum Ave., West 

Hartford, CT 06117-2600, telephone (860) 570-9257, email: Robert.ricard@uconn.edu 



2015 Outdoor Woodland Classroom 
UD-Carvel Research & Education Center 

(May 2015) 
 

                                                                                  
 

__________________________________________________________________                                                                                                                           
 
Renewable Resource Extension Act (RREA) funds provided to the University of Delaware (UD) 
Cooperative Extension support educational programs targeting forest stewardship, wildlife 
management, and ecosystem services. Programs are focused for decision makers, landowners, 
managers and interested individuals (throughout the state) who manage 10 acres, or less, of 
woodland in rural and urban communities. RREA funds blended with $15,000 from the 
Delaware Forest Service in a coordinated effort for statewide forest stewardship programming. 
 
♦ The UD-RREA Extension Agent conducted Forest Stewardship & Forest Wildlife 
Management Education (i.e., tree health, insect & disease diagnosis, tree/shrub identification, 
proper pruning & planting, wildlife habitat improvement and Outdoor Woodland Classrooms) 
through 16 educational events – engaging 1,041 clientele. Face-to-face on-site visits, exhibit 
outreach, county office discussions (along with e-mail and website support) was provided to an 
additional 197 individuals. Forest wildlife habitat programs were presented to public/private 
organizations & groups, including community-sponsored events, in an effort to offer research-
based information as our ‘urban interface’ rapidly expands. Statewide print media covered two 
separate RREA Program articles on sustaining backyard wildlife habitats & forest ecosystems. 
 
♦ Over 237 bi-lingual elementary school children & chaperones participated in the 2015 
Outdoor Woodland Classroom, affording them the opportunity to safely walk thru a woodland 
while experiencing the forest ecosystem below and above their path. During each of the 18 ‘stops’ 
along the ‘looping’ trail, participants connected with a different forest characteristic.  
 
♦ Ecosystem Services awareness for economic and environmental benefits was provided to 550 
individuals through five different venues and educational activities, with an additional 20 
individuals receiving direct one-on-one assistance. As a result of this encompassing outreach 
campaign, an estimated 228 individuals implemented at least one new management activity. 
 

 
 
 
 
University of Delaware RREA contact: Dorothy C. Abbott, Extension Agent-Renewable 
Resources, University of Delaware Cooperative Extension, 69 Transportation Circle, Dover,  
Delaware 19901, phone: 302-730-4000, e-mail: dotad@udel.edu  

Renewable Resources Extension Act – RREA POPULAR REPORT – Fiscal Year 2015 

“On behalf of my co-chair, we want to 
thank you for your very interesting (not to 

mention, entertaining!) presentation on 
‘Creating a Habitat for Backyard 
Wildlife’, which you gave to our  

Telephone & Diagnostics committee 
yesterday. As always, your presentations 

are eagerly looked forward to by all of our 
Master Gardeners, and this one didn't 

disappoint. We truly appreciate you taking 
the time out of your busy schedule to 

address our group.” 
 

Carol Fiederlein NCC-MG (3-18-15) 
 

2015 Delaware Forestry Field Day 
Blackbird State Forest  

“Hardwood Management Practices” 
(10-24-15) 

 

mailto:dotad@udel.edu


University of Florida IFAS 
RREA Popular Report FY 2015 

Bark beetles are destructive pests and the term is familiar even to lay 
public, but few people have ever seen one. The UF Forest Entomology lab 
developed a citizen science project in which participants (primarily 
children and nature enthusiasts) use a simple trap to collect bark beetles 
in their backyard. Then they receive feedback about the species that live 
around their homes, and the specimens are used for our research. 
Participants of this project learn about bark beetles, their ecology and 
possible impacts.  
In 2015 we reached over 300 people with training and presentations. 
Our audience ranged from undergrad programs and elementary school 
students and teachers, to summer camps, master gardeners, 4H 
programs, Florida Master Naturalist and citizens interested in science 
and nature. Our program impacted people from Florida, Minnesota, 
Montana and Nebraska.  

The project was promoted through the FMNP newsletter reaching 6000 readers. Its webpage 
(http://www.backyardbarkbeetles.org/) was viewed by 4,915 unique visitors.  
An assessment of its educational impact on a group of UF undergraduate volunteers showed 
the project significantly improves attitude towards science, and entomology in particular.  

“I learned the difference between exotic species and invasive species”- 4th grader student
“I learned that exotic species are bad for trees”- 4th grader student 

“Very nicely done program” – Master Gardener 
“It was great that you could bring so many examples and specimens that the campers could see

 and touch”- Florida Museum of Natural History 

Students at Healthy Learning Academy learning about bark and ambrosia beetle’s ecology and 
environmental impacts, setting traps and collecting samples.    

University of Florida IFAS
Martin Main, Associate Dean and Program Leader, Natural Resources Extension
1762 McCarty Rd., Bldg. 803, PO Box 110405
Gainesville, FL 32611-0405
ph: 352-392-1837; email: mmain@ufl.edu

Backyard Bark Beetles 

http://www.backyardbarkbeetles.org/


 

 

 

Guam Renewable Resources 

Extension Act (RREA) program 

for FY 2015 

 
      Fiscal year 2015 funding received 

from the Renewable Resources 

Extension Act (RREA) program by the 

University of Guam was applied to the 

strategic issue of Forest Stewardship and 

Health.  Funding was used to collect 

bacteria samples from declining 

ironwood trees (Casuarina equisetifolia) 

and wood rot fungi from ironwood and 

other trees species on Guam. 

     Bacteria samples were sent to the 

University of Hawaii for analysis while 

wood rot samples were sent to USDA 

Forest Service, RMRS: Forestry 

Sciences Laboratory in Moscow, Idaho. 

Microorganisms identified included the 

bacterium Ralstonia solanacearum, 

Klebsiella variicola and K. oxytoca, and 

wood rot fungi Ganoderma australe 

species complex and Phellinus noxius 

(Picture 1).  

     An interactive display on the 

ironwood tree, that included posters and 

tree cross-sections showing signs of 

bacterial infection was set up at the 

University of Guam's Charter Day on 

March 10, 2015. With the approval of 

the Project Director, an undergraduate 

student, paid from RREA funds, told 

visitors about the RREA program 

(Picture 2). As a result of this display, 

approximately 425 visitors made up of 

students, teachers, scientists, and 

members of the public were informed 

about ironwood tree decline and the care 

of ironwood trees and other trees on 

Guam. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Picture 1.  Mycelial crust of Phellinus 

noxius. 

 
Picture 2. RREA funded Extension 

Assistant Joseph Afaisen discusses 

ironwood tree decline with a Junior High 

School student. 

 

 
Guam RREA Contact:  

Dr. Robert Schlub, Extension Specialist V 

University of Guam, CNAS/CES/ANR 

UOG Station 

Mangilao, GU 96923 

Ph: 1-671-735-2089/94/80 

Email: rlschlub@uguam.uog.edu 



University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 

October 1, 2014 – September 30th, 2015 
 
The Hawai‘i RREA program addresses three important natural resource 
focus areas for our islands: Forest Stewardship and Health, Wildfire Management, and Invasive 
Species. In 2015 the Hawai‘i RREA program leveraged over $415,000 in funding from private, 
local, and national sources.  
  
 The wildfire extension 
program organized field days on 
grazing for fuels reduction for 
fire-prone grasslands on the 
leeward sides of the islands. 
Participants included local non-
profits, land trusts, state 
agencies, Hawaiian land 
management agencies, and 
students. Land managers are 
implementing measurements to 
control fuels to reduce wildfires 
that threaten farms, homes, and 
native ecosystems.  
 
 The forestry extension 
program planted three seed 
orchards to address the 
bottleneck of low availability of 
locally adapted seed for Hawaii’s 
premier native hardwood, koa 
(Acacia koa). Seedlings produced 
from these trees will go to restore 
degraded upland grasslands, 
initially on Hawaiian Homelands, 
and will eventually provide a 
sustainable timber supply.  
                                                                   
 
“Lots going on to manage but these [fire risk reduction projects] are being organized as grass 
roots efforts in many different ahupua'a [districts] island wide. It’s encouraging to see pockets of 
people doing similar work with incredible passion to make it work.” 

 – Eric Enos, executive director of Ka‘ala Farm 
 
Hawai‘i RREA Contact: Dr. J. B. Friday, State Coordinator, RREA Program, University of 
Hawai‘i  Cooperative Extension Service, 875 Komohana Street, Hilo, HI 96720; Tel: (808) 969-
8254; E-mail: jbfriday@hawaii.edu; website www.ctahr.hawaii.edu/forestry/; 
www.youtube.com/HawaiiRREA; www.facebook.com/HawaiiForestryExtension 



             University of Idaho, RREA Popular Report, FY2015 

 

Water quality and wildfires– FY15 saw UI Extension deeply 
involved in both arenas. By partnering with federal, state, tribal, 
and institutional agencies and organizations, Idaho was able to 
leverage 27 dollars for every one dollar of our FY15 RREA 
allocation.  

• Best management practices. The State of Idaho new 
shade rule coincided with the development of educational 
materials that address nonpoint source pollution from 
forestlands. A new suite of educational products was 
released in early 2015 - they are Idaho Forestry Best 
Management Practice Field Guide: Using BMPs to 
Protect Water Quality; Forest Water Quality DVD: Part 
I: Keeping Water Clean; Part II: The Idaho Forest Practices Act; and Idaho Forestry Best 
Management Practices website (www.idahoforestrybmps.org). These products are being 
utilized by family forest owners and managers attending in Strengthening Forest 
Stewardship Skills events, loggers participating in Logger Education for Advancement 
Programs (LEAP) programs, and Idaho schoolteachers to learn about best management 
practices to protect Idaho water quality and how to apply the new shade rule to comply 
with the Idaho Forest Practices Act. 

“I have used the free classroom set of your new BMP educational materials for my Advanced 
Biology Class. It has complement many of my units. Great job!” R. Wilson, Emmett High 
School, Emmett, ID 

• FY15 was a year of fire. The National Interagency Fire Center 2015 stats report 68,151 
wildfires with 10,125,149 acres burned nationally. Entire Idaho communities were 
threatened and evacuations were frequent and widespread. RREA enable UI Extension to 
reprint the award winning publication After the Burn: Assessing and Managing Your 
Forestland after a Wildfire, which was then widely distributed to landowners/managers 
and used in workshops given across 4 Idaho counties severely affected by wildfires as 
well as to landowners/managers in the Okanogan Highlands of WA – another area 
severely effected by wildfire.  

“Thank you so much for the copies of ‘After the Burn’ – we have included it information packets 
that have been given to well over 600 landowners down here along the Clearwater River.” M. 
Page, UI Clearwater Co. Extension Office. 

 
Idaho RREA Contact: Yvonne Barkley, Associate Extension Forester. Extension Forestry, 
University of Idaho, 875 Perimeter Dr., MS1140, Moscow, ID 83844-1140. Tel: (208) 885-7718; 
E-mail: yvonnec@uidaho.edu 

Level Two and Level Three 
evacuations were put in place 
due to the Lawyer Complex 
burning between Kamiah and 
Orofino, ID. Photo courtesy of 
KREM.com. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dABUT1VRPTU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPSZVB4-63M&feature=youtu.be
http://www.idahoforestrybmps.org/
mailto:yvonnec@uidaho.edu


University of Illinois    
RREA Popular Report FY 2015 
 
 
Illinois’ 206,000 private woodland owners, who control an estimated 82% of the state’s 4.96 million 
acres of forestland, are the primary audience targeted by RREA funds.  RREA funding is leveraged 
with additional funds from private gifts and funding from the state and we estimate these amounts 
equal $50,000/yr. 

 
2015 Tri-State Forest Stewardship Conference:  Illinois 
Extension forestry, in partnership with ISU Extension forestry, 
delieved yet another successful conference to 510 woodland 
owners from IL, IA, and WI.  Our 21st annual conference 
continues to deliver upon a wide-variety of forestry-, wildlife-, 
and conservation-related presentations to a diverse audience.  

Univ. of Illinois Experimental Forest:  Jay Hayek, Extension 
forester, has initiated a massive invasive species campaign on 
the campus’ 65-yr old experimental forest.  This experimental 
forest, over the next three years, will morph into a 36-acre 
demonstration forest and biological classroom to help educate 
woodland owners, college students, and the general public about 
invasive species management, restoration techniques, forest 
management, and chainsaw safety and directional felling. 

“I didn’t know what to expect from this training.  
I walked in with a rational fear of chainsaws, but 
I left with a tremendous amount of confidence 
and respect for the chainsaw.” training attendee. 

 

Chainsaw Safety Training:  U of I Extension 
forestry continues to offer a variety of chainsaw 
safety courses to students and the general public.  
Approximately 245 participants received hands-
on training through 18 single- and multi-day 
chainsaw safety programs scattered throughout 
the state during the FY’15 reporting period. 

 

Illinois RREA Contact:  Dr. Jeffrey Brawn, Head and Professor, Dept. of Natural Resources and 
Environmental Sciences, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (217) 333-2770, 
jbrawn@illinois.edu 

Caterpillar skid-steer with a Fecon™ mounted 
mulching head used to clear understory bush 
honeysuckle from UI experimental forest. 

U of I Extension forestry is actively involved with the Illinois Tree 
Farm Committee.  This year’s annual Tree Farm field day attracted 
over 100 woodland owners.  Jay Hayek, Extension forester, 
delivered five presentations on chainsaw maintenance.  



 A new training program, the Kentucky Master Woodland 
Stewards Program, was held in June. Twenty-four participants 
now serve as woodland advocates in their own communities.   

 
 

University of Kentucky, Department of Forestry   
Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA)              October 1, 2014 – September 30, 2015  
 

 
The University of Kentucky’s Cooperative 
Extension Service forestry program is focused on 
effectively delivering knowledge, insight, and 
solutions that address forest and forest industry 
related challenges affecting the quality of life of all 
Kentuckian’s. 

 
Overall RREA Impact 

RREA funding resulted in 139 programs with 
6,554 individuals and/or businesses attending with 
a practice adoption rate of 41 percent. Practice 

adoption resulted in $13.732 million in dollars saved or earned in 2015 and $101.1 million in 
contributions to rural economies, and enhancement of 87,141.     
 
Dollars leveraged by RREA:  Every RREA dollar ($59,198) is leveraged with 8.8 state dollars 
($523,708) providing a total of $528,906 for RREA programming. Extramural grants resulted in 
an additional $408,225 for extension programs.     
 

RREA Impacts and Success Stories: 
Family Forest Educational Programs 31,151 woodland owners were positively impacted 
either directly or indirectly by RREA supported programs in 2015. Our programs provided for 
direct education of 3,175 family forest owners enhancing 29,159 acres.  
Logging Programs   Logger education and training programs included the Kentucky Master 
Logger Program and the Certified Master Logger Program. They combined to train 1,626 
loggers, assisting 375 logging firms with a total of 1,162 employees to meet state requirements.     
Economic Opportunities for Family Forest Owners Economic opportunities evolve as direct 
consequences of both woodland owner’s economic workshops and logger training. The eight 
educational events for woodland owners with 205 individuals attending and the training for 
loggers resulted in a total of $209.5 million dollars for woodland owners from improved timber 
revenues, savings in forest practices and acquisition of farm bill payments.   
Forest and Wood Industry Programs 48 programs were conducted for 970 individuals and 239 
businesses resulting in $13.732 million dollars saved/earned by forest industries in Kentucky and 
surrounding states. The majority associated with wood drying, secondary and entrepreneurial 
wood industry programs conducted at the University of Kentucky’s Wood Utilization Center, 
and work completed by the Center for Forest and Wood Certification.     

 

Quotes from program participants when asked to name something they would do as a 
result of attending the educational program: “Everyone was so great in making this 
educational opportunity great! Jeff's teaching method is fun and easy to understand. Billy's 
enthusiasm is infectious! I plan to study and share.”— 2015 Kentucky Master Woodland 
Stewards Program Participant  
 
Kentucky RREA Contact: Dr. Jeff Stringer, Forestry Extension Coordinator, Department of 
Forestry, University of Kentucky,  Lexington, KY 40546-0073, stringer@uky.edu 



 
 

University of Maine RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 

Maine’s RREA programs focus on non-timber forest products, maple syrup production, invasive 
species and forest ecology and management.  RREA funds are combined with state, county, and 
private funds, in collaboration with numerous partners, to deliver Extension programs to Maine 
citizens, landowners, and professionals.  Approximately $47,171was leveraged by RREA dollars 
in 2014-2015.  Sources included the University of Maine, North American Maple Syrup Council, 
International Maple Syrup Institute, Jerry’s Park Fund and Somerset County, Maine.   Here are 
brief descriptions of our current RREA-supported programs: 
 
UMaine Cooperative Extension’s maple program provided producer education about the new 
international grade standards adopted by both the US and Canada, maple grading techniques, 
quality control and food safety in the production process.  A sample food safety plan website has 
been created with safety documents that producers can print and use to document their food 
safety practices.  Results from the 2014-15 Maple Grading School participants (N=35) showed 
that the average pretest knowledge of 6 topics was 4.7 and the average posttest knowledge on the 
same six topics was 6.65 for a knowledge increase of 41%.  Participant intention to change 
comments included: “Reinforce frequent quality checks during density testing” and “Be more 
careful with cleaning techniques and defoamer use”  
 
Several public workshops in 2015 have included education 
about the importance of avoiding the use of invasive plants 
in home and public landscapes, the management options 
and suggested alternative plant selections. The education 
was included in presentations at the Skowhegan Library, a 
class session for the Master Gardener Volunteer training for 
three counties and in the six-session Landscape Design 
Class.  Knowledge led to action with UMaine Extension 
Master Gardener Volunteers removing invasive oriental 
bittersweet from the grounds of the Somerset County office 
complex in Skowhegan.   
 
Maine’s non-timber forest products programs concentrated on: 
• Proper identification, utilization and sustainable harvest of balsam fir 
• Proper identification, sustainable harvest and safe cooking methods of ostrich fern fiddleheads. 

People attended four fiddlehead workshops to gain knowledge and over 
26,834 accessed University of Maine Cooperative Extension online 
fiddlehead educational materials.  Of the people who attended the balsam fir 
workshops (N=94), 83% said they planned to use or expand their use of non-
timber forest products by selling them to augment their income.   

                              
 

Maine RREA Contact:  Kathryn Hopkins, Extension Educator and Extension Professor, 
UMaine Cooperative Extension, 7 County Drive, Skowhegan, ME 04976; 207-474-9622; 
khopkins@maine.edu  

UMaine Cooperative Extension Somerset 
County Master Gardener Volunteers 

remove invasive bittersweet on Somerset 
County owned land 2015. 

Ostrich fern fiddleheads 



 

 
RREA programs conducted by UMass Extension provide education and materials addressing 
critical issues of importance to landowners, natural resource professionals, conservation 
organizations, natural resource-based business, and municipalities. Each dollar in RREA funds 
typically leverages between $5 and $10 in state, private, and/or local funds. In recent years 
RREA funds supported the following activities. 

Understanding and Informing Family Forest Owner Decisions of 
Intergenerational Land Transfer to Ensure Working Forested 
Landscapes. Family forests provide tremendous amounts of wood 
products and ecosystem services in the U.S, particularly in the 
northeast where 52% of the land is held by family forest owners 
(FFOs). Due to an aging landowner population, in the coming years, 
almost half of the FFOs in the U.S. will be deciding the future of their 
land. The Forest Conservation program received an integrated 
research-extension NIFA grant to research how family forest owners 
make land transfer decisions. The Universities of Massachusetts, 
Maine, Vermont and Cornell and the USDA Forest Service aim to help stabilize the forested land 
base by working to ensure that a significant proportion of FFO lands are passed from one 
generation of landowners to the next with minimal forest conversion and parcelization. The 
research component of this project will use landowner interviews and a mail survey to better 
understand how FFOs make decisions about the future of their land. These research findings will 
inform regional extension programs that use peer network and train-the-trainers approaches to 
help inform FFO decisions. By working to stabilize the land base in this way, this project will 
assist in maintaining a viable forest industry, and, ultimately, vibrant rural communities. 

MA Wildlife Climate Action Tool. A major focus this past year was development, in 
cooperation with the MA Division of Fisheries and Wildlife and the Northeast Climate Science 
Center, of the web-based Massachusetts Wildlife Climate Action Tool. Our goal in creating this 
tool was to provide information to municipalities, landowners, land trusts and other local 
conservation organizations on the science of climate change and actions that can be taken to 
protect natural resources in the face of that change. The tool includes detailed information about 
how climate change is likely to affect Massachusetts, climate related stressors affecting wildlife 
and forests, vulnerability assessments for over 30 wildlife species, and specific actions that can 
be taken to protect natural resources in the face of climate change. The tool also includes a 
spatial data viewer that allows users to view GIS data relevant to the stressors, assessments or 
adaptions covered in the tool (www.climateactiontool.org). 

 

State RREA contact for Massachusetts: Scott D. Jackson, Extension Associate Professor, 
Dept. of Environmental Conservation, Holdsworth Hall, University of Massachusetts, 

Amherst, MA 01003 Tel. (413) 545-4743.  
e-mail: sjackson@umass.edu 

“Wow! I just participated your webinar on the Mass. Wildlife Climate Action Tool and am very 
impressed and enthused about its potential. Finally, landowners and land managers will feel like 
they can DO something about the crisis that they hear about daily.” 

The Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) 
at the University of Massachusetts Amherst 

October 1, 2014 – September 30, 2015
 



University of Minnesota 
RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 

           October 1, 2014 – September 30, 2015 
 

RREA funds support natural resources Extension 
programs aimed at forest landowners, homeowners, 
natural resource professionals, and Master Volunteers. 
RREA funds were leveraged with over $241,000 from 
participant registration fees, the MN Legislative-
Citizen Commission on Minnesota Resources, and in-
kind contributions from partner organizations. 
 
KEY RESULTS 
RREA funds supported workshops and resources to 
increase early detection and management of 
ecosystem threats. Two-hundred ninety-eight master 
volunteers and landowners participated in a new 
Gathering Partners in Natural Resources statewide 
conference to learn about issues of early detection 
and management of ecosystem threats. Participants 
highly regarded the event, and evidenced increased 
confidence in private management practices, 
identifying invasive species, and intentions to contact professional foresters.   
 
Eighty master volunteers and interested landowners were trained in 4 workshops to monitor and 
record data about key Minnesota phenology indicators of climate variability. In the words of one 
participant, “I am more aware of the fragile balance happening between plants and animals and 
climate. Maybe there's something we can do. Scientific data is necessary from all corners of the 
country to see a bigger picture.” 
 
Fifty-seven community members and master volunteers were trained in 4 Invasive Blitz 
workshops to organize and host invasive species eradication events. 
 
RREA funded a new Minnesota Agroforestry Institute to help guide decision-making processes 
about agroforestry practices. The three-day training was delivered for 26 Minnesota natural 
resources professionals to learn about agroforestry options and how to apply agroforestry 
practices in their educational and technical assistance programs. It encompassed classroom 
workshops/discussion, on-farm visits focusing on agroforestry practices. Evaluation results 
demonstrated that they grew more knowledgeable about agroforestry practices, assistance 
options, and strengthened networks with other technical advisors and agroforestry practitioners.  
 
A new factsheet, Agroforestry as an Approach to Biomass Production, was also developed with 
data from a long-term demonstration site, and posted on the Extension website to ensure more 
sustained, widespread access to critical information about agroforestry in Minnesota. 
 
Minnesota RREA contact: Nathan J. Meyer, Extension Program Leader, 
University of Minnesota, Cloquet Regional Office,  
179 University Road, Cloquet, MN 55720 Ph. 1.888.241.0724 Em. meyer179@umn.edu 

Gathering Partners Conference participants 
learning to monitor Minnesota tree phenology 
to monitor climate variability. 



  
 

The Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) at the University of Missouri 
 

The Renewable Resource Extension Act funds allocated to the University of Missouri are 

administered through the MU Extension and the University’s School of Natural Resources. 

Programs are developed to address forest stewardship and health issues, and wildlife and 

fisheries resources. During FY15, every RREA dollar was leveraged with ten dollars of state, 

private and or local funds, engaging many partners to deliver educational programs to 

landowners and natural resource professionals. In FY15, RREA funds were used to: 
 

 Enhanced resource management on Missouri’s working forests and rangelands by 

conducting 56 webinars, evening seminars, field days and workshops where we made over 

8,000 direct contacts. Through increased awareness and knowledge gain, we changed 

landowner behavior impacting more than 77,300 acres of the state’s forests and rangelands  

through the implementation of at least one conservation practice. 

 

 A key driver for increasing the number of 

forest landowners actively managing their 

property has been the Call Before You Cut 

program; a collaborative effort in which 

Extension is a key partner. In FY15, over 

400 landowners were supplied information 

packets that included MU Extension 

Guides on the steps involved in selling 

timber, basic elements of a timber sale 

contract, and how to manage your timber 

sale tax. Of those 400+ landowners, 300 

(representing 24,000 acres) now manage 

their woodlands. 

 

 Expanded the Tree Pests website (http://extension.missouri.edu/treepests/home.aspx) for 

the Missouri Invasive Forest Pest Council. This website is a collaborative effort among MU 

Forestry Extension, the Missouri Department of Conservation, the Missouri Department of 

Agriculture, and the Missouri Department of Natural Resources. It was designed to serve 

community homeowners, forest landowners, the industry professionals and municipalities 

by keeping them abreast of all the latest invasive insect and disease developments. In 

FY15, more than 250,000 unique visitors spent an average time of 10 minutes on the 

website and 100,000 downloads were documented. 

 

 Trained 200 new Missouri Master Naturalists, and co-host with the Missouri Department 

of Conservation the annual MMN State Conference. In FY15, Master Naturalists have 

contributed over 66,500 service hours for an estimated value of $1.68 million.  
 

RREA contact for Missouri: Dr. Robert Kallenbach, Assistant Dean for Natural Resources Extension,     

2-28 Agriculture Bldg, Columbia, MO 65211 Tel. (573) 882-6385. email: kallenbachr@missouri.edu   

http://extension.missouri.edu/treepests/home.aspx
mailto:kallenbachr@missouri.edu


Range education focuses increasingly on 
climate variability and drought. 

ReTree Nebraska is supported by 
over 200 Ambassadors 

Forestry education emphasizes forest 
products use for energy. 

Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) 

FY2015 State Report - University of Nebraska–Lincoln 

 
Nebraska’s RREA resources target educational experiences addressing 

sustainable 1) rangeland resources and 2) healthy forests.  
 

Measured Impacts from 2015 
Forest Products Utilization: Nebraska Forest Service (NFS) implemented 

five demonstrations of alternative wood utilization technologies (see 

below) resulting in a larger-scale biochar and soil amendment project in 

South Sioux City. 

Range Youth Education:  1775 middle and high school have advanced 

their skills critical to range ecosystems and their management through in-

field classroom experiences and competitions. 

Community Forestry:  NSF sponsored initiatives resulted in 109 

communities, 4 utility providers and 6 campuses certified by Tree Campus USA and tree planting grants 

of $476,839 to 54 communities. 

Forest Health:  NFS Staff provided direct technical assistance for 209 forestry plans impacting 

approximately 36,000 acres of new and existing forests. 
 

2015 Educational Programs to Meet the Challenge 
Tree Care and ReTree Nebraska:  NFS presented 43 direct educational experiences reaching 2,800 

participants on raising awareness of the value of trees and proper tree planting and care and supported the 

122 participating communities and 22 nursery engaged in the ReTree Nebraska initiative. 

Range Youth Education:  Youth knowledge of range issues is 

the focus of District Science Days and Earth Resources Day 

(reaching 575 youth), Range Judging competition (reaching 

1200 youth) and Range Youth Camp. 

Forest Stewardship & Health: NSF organized and delivered 

91 educational events attended by 4,900 forest landowners and 

managers on forest stewardship practice.  

Nebraska Ranch Practicum is an intensive “hands-on” 

learning experience emphasizing a "systems" approach to 

livestock, rangeland, and business management extended over 3 

seasons. 32 ranchers completed this 8-day course in 2015. 

Forest Product Utilization: NSF allocated state funding to 3 

woody biomass conversion projects, celebrating the installation of a combined heat and power 

generation system using community wood waste, and initiated urban demonstrations of five biochar and 

woody biomass and animal manure composting for improving urban soils.   

Managing Ranch Climate Risk:  Increasingly variable climate patterns shifted 2015 range management 

education to mitigation of climate variability risks. Partnership 

with the National Drought Mitigation Center has broaden the 

expertise of the team. Five workshops targeting management 

for variable grass and forage production due to climate 

variability, 6 targeting annual forage production, and seven 

focused on drought mitigation illustrate the changing producer 

information needs. 

 
RREA Contacts: Scott Josiah, sjosiah2@unl.edu, 102E FORS, Lincoln, NE 

68583, 402-472-1467 and Jerry Volesky, 402 W. State Farm Rd., North Platte, 

NE 69101, 308-696-6710, jerry.volesky@unl.edu. 

mailto:sjosiah2@unl.edu
mailto:jerry.volesky@unl.edu


University of Nevada Cooperative Extension, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015  

  

Renewable Resources Extension Act enables UNCE 

to reach out with programs on rangeland vegetation 

management and monitoring, fire, and management of 

ecosystems, riparian areas, and watersheds.  

 

     

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

          Team of students at Nevada Youth 

           Range Camp learning about sagebrush 

           ecosystem interactions 

 

Dollars leveraged by RREA:  RREA funds provide important operating and salary money that 

matches State, NGO, and private sources.  The University of Nevada funds their natural 

resources faculty at about ten times the level of RREA support.   

Success stories:  

• For leadership of Nevada Youth Range Camp, UNCE faculty in 2015 were awarded the 

Forestry and Natural Resources Excellence Award from National Association of 

County Agricultural Agents, for teaching sustainable agricultural practices that "enhance 

environmental quality and the natural resources base upon which the agricultural 

economy depends." 

• Continuing UNCE leadership of Nevada’s Integrated Pest Management (IPM) program 

and Pesticide Safety and Education Program (PSEP) resulted in 8 workshops that reached 

567 participants, offering 45.5 continuing education units.  

• Work conducted by Nevada’s Columbia Spotted Frog Technical Team, including UNCE 

faculty, provided updated scientific information influential in the 2015 decision by the 

US Fish & Wildlife that the Great Basin Distinct Population Segment of the Columbia 

spotted frog did not warrant federal protection under the Endangered Species Act.   

• UNCE faculty-led Creeks and Communities workshops have resulted in the US 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) embracing riparian proper functioning 

condition (PFC) as a fundamentally useful tool for improving water quality.  

• UNCE’s highly regarded “Living with Fire” (LWF) program received requests from 9 

states and 2 countries for educational materials. 

 

RREA contact person:  Kent McAdoo, Extension Natural Resources Specialist, 701 

Walnut St., Elko, NV 89801, 775-738-1251, mcadook@unce.unr.edu  
  

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Extension faculty work with 

landowners & managers to 

accomplish multiple use benefits 



 
University of New Hampshire, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 

RREA contact: Karen Bennett, Forestry Extension Specialist, 131 Main Street, 212 
Nesmith Hall, Durham, NH 03824, karen.bennett@unh.edu, (603 862-4861). 

UNH Cooperative Extension encourages long-term stewardship of family forests and community 
trees and forests by working one-on-one and in workshop settings with landowners, natural 
resource professionals, community decision-makers and volunteers. 
 

Sustaining New Hampshire’s Forests: As a result of individual contacts and workshop-based 
activity, Extension foresters referred 234 landowners owning 15,742 acres to licensed foresters 
who wrote forest stewardship plans on over 13,000 acres. Plan development by foresters 
represents approximately $263,000 of direct economic activity as well as improved management 
and timber harvesting. 27% of New Hampshire’s private forest land is managed according to an 
integrated forest stewardship plan. 
  

Educating about Emerald Ash Borer: Four 
New Hampshire counties are quarantined for ash 
products due to the emerald ash borer (EAB), as it 
has now been found in more than a dozen 
communities. UNH Cooperative Extension 
continues to collaborate with the N.H. Division of 
Forests and Lands, N.H. Dept. of Agriculture, 
USDA-APHIS and the U.S. Forest Service to 
educate communities and homeowners about 
EAB. Through our workshops we’ve reached 
over 11,000 residents with messages about EAB. 
County foresters Fred Borman and Tim Fleury 
created a video in spring 2015 
(https://youtu.be/qNt3qNcT2_0) to give people 
tips on finding new EAB infestations, and it has been viewed 2,500 times on YouTube and 
Facebook during this fiscal year. 
 

Volunteers—Extending Our Reach: More than 650 Coverts Cooperators and Natural Resource 
Stewards volunteer in their communities—contributing over 35,000 hours—working to minimize 
the effect of fragmentation and sprawl through open space initiatives, participating in local land 
trusts, town boards and other community-based initiatives. Volunteers actively manage over 
128,000 acres and reached out to over 20,000 people with a message of sound forest stewardship 
and wildlife conservation.  
 
Better Planning for Natural Resources Protection Using the Wildlife Action Plan: UNH 
Cooperative Extension played a major role in the 10-year update of New Hampshire’s Wildlife 
Action Plan. Five public input sessions were held with more than 160 attendees, and more than 
1,100 people responded to an emailed survey seeking input. Our staff helped draft actions 
communities, conservation groups and landowners can take to implement the Wildlife Action 
Plan. The plan can be accessed at http://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/wildlife/wap.html.  
 
 
 
 
 

My experience with Coverts has transformed how I view my land and how it interacts with land 
around it. From having no real view of what to do with the acreage, I know now the importance 
of habitat, and ways to create it, while working with neighbors’ land that creates a larger mosaic 
ideal for wildlife. Coverts Cooperator, Lancaster 

Fred Borman and Tim Fleury educate about EAB in 
a video that debuted in April 2015. 

mailto:karen.bennett@unh.edu
https://youtu.be/qNt3qNcT2_0
http://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/wildlife/wap.html


University of Rhode Island 
RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

"Having all of these GIS data sets 
accessible in one easy-to-use location 
is invaluable, especially for 
municipal work." 
 
– RIGIS website feedback, July 2015. 
 

The University of Rhode Island Renewable Resources 
Extension Act Program (URI RREA) promotes the use 
geospatial technologies to support land stewardship in 
our State.  URI RREA trains land use managers in the 
use of GIS and GPS for natural resource management, 
supports online geospatial data distribution, online 
access to maps, facilitates equipment loans, and provides 
guidance in the integration of these technologies for 
more informed and effective stewardship of forest 
resources and their watersheds. 
 
The URI RREA Program leverages approximately $12 
of additional funding from state, municipal, corporate 
and nonprofit sources for every dollar of USDA 
funding.  FY 2015 RREA funds were used to support a 
number of new and ongoing initiatives, including: 

 
• Providing assistance to local conservation groups 

and land trusts with protocols for developing 
wildlife and forest stewardship plans. 
 

• Developing an innovative new website for geospatial 
data distribution by the Rhode Island Geographic 
Information System (RIGIS) consortium. 

Volunteers assisting with a native plant 
restoration project led in partnership with 
URI RREA scientists. Napatree Point, 
Westerly, Rhode Island.  Credit: J. Sassi 

Coyote at Napatree Point, Westerly, RI. Wildlife camera 
inventories of mammalian predators led by URI RREA-
trained volunteers are used in habitat and species 
management in refuges and protected lands. 
Credit: P. August 



University of Tennessee, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 

 

Importance of RREA - Educational programs for the Tennessee RREA address responsible forest 

stewardship. The targeted educational audiences for the 2015 FY include professional foresters, 

landowners and educators.  

Dollars Leveraged by RREA - Leveraged dollars during 2014 totaled $102,480 with financial 

partners including the Tennessee Department of Agriculture Forestry Division and the Nonpoint 

Source Pollution Program.  

 Expanding Forest Certification - During 2015, nine individual presentations were 

delivered, three to professional foresters and six to landowners. The purpose was to gain 

greater knowledge of acceptance for forest certification. In total twenty-seven foresters and 

207 landowners attended. Of the foresters, 85% indicated that the training session was very 

helpful in preparing them to become inspectors and 75% were likely to promote 

certification to private landowners. For the attending landowners, 72% indicated that they 

would consider participating in certification and that they experienced a 73% increase in 

knowledge about certification as a result of the presentation. Collectively these landowners 

manage 34,000 acres of forestland 

“David, I was the 82-year old fellow in the wheelchair at the Putnam county meeting on 

Forest Certification . . .  I wanted to tell you, as one former Extension Specialist to another, 

you put on a heck of a good program. It was done to perfection, given the time you had, 

the organization and presentation of your ideas were well thought out and delivered with 

proven professional skill. Thank you for it.”       William L. Yates, Granville, TN   August 13, 2015 

 Tennessee Teachers Conservation Workshop - In 1997, the University of Tennessee 

Extension Forestry developed the Teachers Conservation Workshop. The purpose was to 

educated teachers about natural 

resources, so that they, in turn, could 

educate students. Over the 18 years, 

525 teachers have attended the West 

Tennessee and the East Tennessee 

workshops. Participants have indicated 

that during the remainder of their 

career, they will reach on average 400 

students, implying that 210,000 

students potentially will be impacted by 

the TCW. This program continued in 

2015. 

Tennessee RREA Contact: 

Dr. David Mercker, Extension Forester, 

University of Tennessee, 605 Airways 

Blvd., Jackson, TN  38301, 731-425-

4703, dcmercker@utk.edu  

Senior adult learning to use a Biltmore stick to measure 

her timber. 

 

mailto:dcmercker@utk.edu


 

Title: University of the Virgin Islands Cooperative Extension Service, RREA Popular Report, 
 FY 2015 

Educational programs focused primarily on increasing awareness about the importance of good 
management of our forest resources. Emphasis was placed on the entrepreneurial opportunities 
from recycling these resources. The target audience was public and private landowners, certified 
arborists, homeowners, agriculture/arboriculture professionals, policymakers and students. 

The total dollars leveraged during the reporting period was approximately $5,500.00 from local 
governmental agencies and $2,500 from nonprofit organizations. 

Approximately seven hundred (700) persons attended the 9th Annual Virgin Islands 
Woodworkers Expos on St. Thomas and St. John. Woodworkers, participated in demonstrations, 
provided one-on-one exchanges, and sold items that made from reclaimed trees and tree parts.  

Twenty three persons - including staff of the University of the Virgin Islands, the VI Department 
of Agriculture, certified arborists and other arboriculture/forestry professionals attended training 
on tree pruning and tree risk assessment. Information was provided on guidance from new 
research on better pruning treatments for trees, in storm prone areas like the Virgin Islands. 
 

 
Tree pruning and tree risk assessment training 

 
Virgin Islands RREA State Contact:  
 Stafford Crossman, Assistant Director Agriculture and Natural Resources, 
 University of the Virgin Islands Cooperative Extension Service, RR1, Box 10,000, 
  Kingshill, VI 00850  Phone: (340)692-4071 email: scrossm@uvi.edu 



 

University of Wyoming Extension, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 

Wyoming consists of natural resource environments ranging from wilderness and forests to 

intensively managed grazing lands producing forage for livestock, wildlife habitat, water and 

recreational opportunities.  Rangelands compromise over 80 percent of the state land base.  The 

2015 RREA programs focus on Ensuring Healthy Ecosystems through educational programs 

which target invasive species on rangelands and forest, forest and rangeland water and wetland 

resources; and, Enhancing Resource Management on Working Forests and Rangelands by 

conducting educational programs in forest and rangeland stewardship and health, forest and 

rangeland wildlife resources, and intergenerational land transfer. The University of Wyoming 

Extension’s educational programs, typically leverage $10 of state, private, and/or local funds for 

each RREA dollar received. 

 Building Farmers and Ranchers in the West targeted 

young or new agricultural producers and Annie’s Project 

focused on female ranch operators. Participants in Annie’s 

Project indicated a 60% change in their knowledge 

regarding rangeland seeding, and range improvements.  

When asked how they would use the information they 

gained, responses included “Set Goals”; “Analyze where I 

need to go with property”; and, “Mixing the seed types”. 

 The High Plains Ranch Practicum is an 8 day school, which occurs over 7 months 

combining classroom learning and hands-on field application. After finishing the school, 

participants were asked to complete a survey to capture the economic benefit to their 

business and the scope of the impact the school could have on resources they control or have 

influence over. The 32 surveys returned indicated that knowledge gained would influence 

288 people, management for 15,500 beef cattle and 351,000 acres of land. Producers 

reported that the class resulted in $385,000 improvement in net income to their operations in 

total. Before the course participants reported monitoring native range about half of the time; 

after the course all participants reported almost always monitoring native range. 

 Educational programs in rangeland management and resources were also conducted for 

youth around Wyoming.  Youth learned about soil biology, types of soils in rangelands, 

how soil changed color in different environments, and how important soil is to the 

environment.  Students also learned the basic methods for conducting range monitoring, 

and types of grazing management for different ecosystems through organized field trips. 

 

Youth on a field trip to learn 

about types of soil in rangelands 

across Wyoming. 

 

 

 

State RREA contact for Wyoming:  Dr. Glen Whipple, Associate Dean and Director,  

University of Wyoming Extension, 1000 E. University Ave., Dept.3354, Laramie WY 82071  

Tel. (307) 766-5124. E-mail: glen@uwyo.edu 

“I am going to finish the 

business plan, follow the 

goals, and follow the 

budget” Participant in the 

Building Farmers and 

Ranchers in the West, April 

and May, 2015 



Utah State University 
RREA Popular Report 
FY 2015 
 
Renewable Natural Resources Extension Act funds in Utah are administered by Utah State 
University Cooperative Extension and the Departments of Wildland Resources and Environment 
and Society in the Quinney College of Natural Resources. Funds are used to educate 
professionals, landowners, and others in forest and rangeland management and in outdoor 
recreation and tourism. Every dollar in RREA funding that comes to Utah is leveraged with at 
least $10 of additional state funds supporting programs. Examples include: 
 
Restoring the West (RTW) Conference – The RTW conference was held in October 2015 but 
most of the work was in FY 2015. Its theme was Restoration and Fire in the Interior West. We 
had 255 attendees from agencies, universities, businesses, and non-profits. This conference 
brings scientists, landowners, and managers together to discuss the latest in restoration science. 
Attendees felt that their knowledge, 
skill level, and management ability all 
were increased. One attendee said 
"RTW is a great place to network 
with other professionals and learn 
what other people are doing." Visit 
the conference website and archive by 
clicking here.  
 
National Extension Tourism Conference – The National Extension Tourism Conference was 
held in Galveston, Texas on October 27-29, 2015, but most of the work for it was done in FY 
2015. Planning and execution of the conference was partially done by Dr. Steven W. Burr, 
Director of USU’s Institute for Outdoor Recreation and Tourism (IORT). Over 70 Extension 
professionals and others attended the conference and a post-conference evaluation was very 
positive. Visit IORT's website by clicking here.  
 
Rangeland Needs Assessment – This year our Extension Rangeland Facebook page 
(https://www.facebook.com/usurangelandext) was launched, with a purpose of providing a social 
media platform to reach landowners, land managers and public rangeland user groups. In the first 
year he made 344 posts, comprised of original content, news articles, factsheets, pictures, videos, 
and highlights of recent scientific publications. So far it has received 187 page likes. I have also 
linked my page to similar pages so that I can share the content with other pages such as those of 
the Society for Range Management, Utah Cattlemen, and others. In the last month my page has 
reached many people in 8 states and has increased the circulation of products from our extension 
programs. So far the page has reached 422,435 people and 45,600 have interacted with the 
content. 
 
Utah RREA contact: Michael R. Kuhns, Professor and Extension Forestry Specialist, Wildland 
Resources Department, 5230 Old Main Hill, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322-5230; Tel. 
(435) 797-4056; e-mail: mike.kuhns@usu.edu. 

 
Utah State University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution. 



Goochland County workshop 
Hands-on Suffolk 

 

Virginia State University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 

Importance of RREA  

Fifty- eight percent (58%) of limited-resource farmers own woodlots, with an average size of 55 

acres (USDA 2007). The Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) provides funds to VCE 

from the US Department of Agriculture, which supports vital educational programs that target 

limited-resource farmers to help sustain forest and rangeland benefits.  

 

Dollars leveraged by RREA  

Since 2011 through plant sales, matching, and workshop proceeds a little over 12,000 have been 

leveraged as a result of RREA funds.  In addition funds are blended with Capacity building 

funds, 4-H Formula Funds and AFRI funds to conduct educational programs and promote 

awareness.   

 

Success stories 

RREA funds have been used to partially to fund a nature trail on the University’s farm that will 

be utilized for showcasing demonstrations of Forestry and Natural Resources, management and 

growing techniques that homeowners, farmers and ranchers could implement.  

 

Quotes from program participants or collaborators   

Janet Dalton Goochland County-“I like the three part format with learning about fungi, cooking, 

and then the hands-on awesome program”   

 

Marcus Williams Suffolk Extension – “Mushroom production workshops is one of the top 10 

requested programs in my County everyone who has attended has verbally said they enjoyed it 

and want more”  

Photos 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RREA Contact 

Virginia: Marcus Comer, Ag &Natural Resources Specialist, P.O. Box 9081 Virginia State 

University Petersburg, VA 23806 (804)524-5467 mcomer@vsu.edu 



Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA) programs help prepare Virginia landowners to manage natural resources more effectively 
and keep the forest products industry profitable and viable. RREA funds are leveraged with state, private, and institutional funds, 
engaging numerous partners to deliver educational programs to landowners and land managers. In public educational programs 
conducted by Virginia Tech, each RREA dollar is typically leveraged with $15 of state, private, and/or local funds. RREA funds are used 
in the programs described below.

Geospatial Workforce Development. The Virginia Geospatial Extension Program, in 
partnership with VirginiaView, GeoTEd, the Virginia Association of Mapping and Land 
Information Systems (VAMLIS), and other partners, provides geospatial professional 
development opportunities to stakeholders representing local, state, and federal government 
agencies, as well as the private and nonprofit sectors. These targeted programs, designed 
to increase professional capacity in GIS and remote sensing, directly respond to the 
needs of Virginia’s communities to better manage natural resources, support economic 
development and planning, and improve agricultural practices. Dozens of new courses 
have been created and offered at two-year technical, agricultural, and community colleges. 
Seven new geospatial technology pathways have been implemented in Virginia’s community 
colleges, with more under development. All courses are aligned with the National Geospatial 
Technology Competency Model (GTCM) led by the National Geospatial Technology Center 
of Excellence (GeoTech Center).

Generation NEXT – Intergenerational Transfer of Family Forests. Landowners 65 years 
and older own 41% of Virginia’s 10 million acres of private forestland. High land values 

and taxes force many heirs to sell land to 
meet financial obligations — a major force 
behind an annual loss of 27,000 forested 
acres. Virginia is on the cusp of the largest intergenerational transfer of family forests 
ever. Many forest landowners want to pass their property to the next generation, but 
common barriers to estate planning include using planning tools and having confidence 
in knowing where to start. The Generation NEXT short course, now in its sixth year, 
attracted 40 individuals representing 24 families owning 6,700 acres. The two-day 
program motivates landowners to action with increased knowledge and practical tools. 
Overall, participants cite: (1) the program would increase the likelihood of their property 
staying in the family (78%) and staying in woodland (77%), (2) 74% have begun estate 
planning following course participation, and (3) participants estimate an average family 
savings of $625,000 as a result of this program.

Citizen Science to Support Farmers in Agroforestry. Many practices fall under the broad category of agroforestry, which is the 
integration of trees into agricultural systems. Trees can be managed for timber, livestock fodder, fruits, nuts, florals, and more, offering 
landowners opportunities to produce marketable forest products in addition to agricultural products. Incorporating more trees into the 
landscape also plays an important role in improving soil health and water quality.

Computer programmers, geospatial experts, and land management specialists 
are developing a customizable, collaborative, and fun eXtension citizen scientist 
workspace that will help forest farmers in Appalachia and beyond address issues 
related to site selection for planting medicinal crops. The idea is to train and 
equip citizen scientists from across the Appalachian chain to go into the woods 
and inventory habitat where medicinal plants such as goldenseal (Hydrastis 
canadensis), black cohosh (Actaea racemose), and ginseng (Panax quinquefolius) 
grow. The inventory includes innovative photographic and video procedures and a 
friendly competition called PlantShoe based on data quality and volume, with the 
annual winner receiving a trophy and special prize. The citizen science inventory 
data will be used to create an online decision-support application that forest 
landowners and lessees use to find similar locations on their property where they 
can farm woodland medicinal botanicals. To manage the citizen-contributed data, 
project partners are launching the Appalachian Forest Plant Inventory Citizen 
Scientists (AF-PICS) workspace, where PlantShoe competitors can enter, track, 
and manage their data along with viewing and commenting on general trends in 
the cumulative data submitted by PlantShoe competitors.

Virginia RREA contact: Dr. Robert Smith, Associate Dean for Engagement, College of Natural Resources and Environment, Cheatham Hall, 
Room 230 (MC 0323), Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061, phone: 540-231-7679, fax: 540-231-7664, email: rsmith4@vt.edu



The Renewable Resources Extension Act  
(RREA) Program at Washington State 
University, FY 15 
 

 

Washington State has 215,000 families and individuals that control 5.8 million acres of forested 
rangeland, making this the largest rural land use group in the state.  Most landowners manage for 
multiple objectives, such as timber production, beef production, wildlife habitat improvement, 
and a variety of recreation opportunities.  RREA funds were leveraged to support six forestry and 
rangeland educators, whose combined 154 events were attended by 5,390 owners and managers, 
representing 226,380 acres.  With a focus on forest and range health and stewardship, new 
management practices were implemented by 4,744 landowners with an estimated economic 
impact of $51,750,000 earned or saved.  Over 700 youth learned about sustainable natural 
resource management.  WSU Extension and the RREA program have improved the ecological 
condition and economic well-being of communities in every forested county in Washington State.     
 
Recovery After the Burn:  In 2015, Washington experienced the greatest wildfire event in state 
history, impacting over one million acres of forest and rangeland resources on state and private 
lands.  Consequently, out-of-pocket expenses, loss of earnings, loss of use of property, and loss of 
business and employment opportunities continues to amount as resource damage is assessed.  
WSU Extension Forester Andy Perleberg held five public meetings to help landowners and 
communities understand what is to be expected post-fire, at the same time improving landowner 
knowledge regarding the products and services that could assist them to successfully restore their 
property and to accomplish their land use needs.  

  

Tribal Natural Resources Education: Carol Mack, WSU/ Pend Oreille County Extension 
educator, is working with the Kalispel Tribe of Indians to improve their ability to protect and 
enhance cultural and natural resources on their land in north east Washington.  By providing 
organized educational opportunities throughout FY15, tribal members have learned about native 
plants of special significance, the propagation of wild, medicinal, and craft plants, the wise use 
and protection from fire, noxious weed control, and fish and wildlife habitat improvement.  WSU 
and the Kalispel Tribe are working in partnership to develop 360 acres of forestland into a 
learning center which will be used for adult and youth education in perpetuity. 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Washington RREA contact:  
Andrew B. Perleberg, Team Leader   I like my tax dollars going for things like this!  
Washington State University Extension    -- Skagit County landowner 
PO Box 646410, Pullman, WA 99164-6410    
509-335-6166. andyp@wsu.edu     

 

Though the trees, shrubs, 
and grasses were a total 
loss, this landowner saved 
her home by executing 
protection practices 
learned at WSU Forest 
Stewardship classes made 
possible by RREA 
funding 



	  
	  

West Virginia State University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
The urban forestry program at West Virginia State University provides trees, printed materials, 
and hands-on educational workshops to the citizens of West Virginia. Educational workshops 
and Arbor Day observances are targeted for audiences of all ages from Pre-K to 65+. WVSU 
continues to be the only Tree Campus USA in the state of West Virginia during FY15. 
RREA funds at West Virginia State University have been used to host 
successful Arbor Day celebrations and educational workshops, an 
additional $25,966 in funding for Arbor Day tree plantings and a 
research project looking at the possibility of pecan production in 
West Virginia. RREA funding is being used as a percentage of 
salary for the Extension Agent responsible for programs under 
RREA. 

• WVSU Extension Service, along with other project 
partners, developed a publication titled “Destination: 
Beautification” which included a section on urban forestry 
and how trees can help bring beautification while also 
benefitting the city from a pollution and stormwater runoff 
perspective as well. 

• Arbor Day observances have been conducted for many 
years from West Virginia State University Extension 
Service. During FY 2015, approximately 50 trees were 
planted during Arbor Day celebrations in April making 
over 100 direct contacts, including youth and adults. 

• In December 2014, WVSU Extension Service collaborated 
with the West Virginia Division of Forestry to conduct a 
tree pruning and maintenance training for WVSU Physical 
Facilities staff, as well as city employees from the 
surrounding cities interested in learning more about tree 
pruning. The workshop was attended by a total of 12 
participants. 

“I felt very proud to be representing Ravenswood. Even moreso 
when people recognized the city of Ravenswood from the article 
about our Memorial Tree Program in 'Destination Beautification'” 

(Ravenswood AmeriCorps VISTA Alex Weiland, Sept. 2015) 
 
West Virginia State University Contact: 
Dr. Ami Smith, Associate VP for Public Service, Director of Extension 
West Virginia State University Extension Service 
200 Curtis House 
Institute, WV 25112-1000 
304-204-4305 
smitham@wvstateu.edu 

A	  family	  plants	  a	  Northern	  
Red	  Oak	  tree	  for	  a	  loved	  one	  
as	  part	  of	  the	  Ravenswood	  
Memorial	  Tree	  Program.	  

Elizabeth	  Moss,	  WV	  
DOF	  Urban	  Forester,	  
discusses	  pruning	  
options	  with	  a	  
workshop	  participant.	  



 
 
West Virginia University, RREA Popular Report, FY 2015 
 
The purpose of RREA-supported programs in West Virginia is to put landowners in touch with 
natural resources professionals and to educate citizens about forests, wildlife, and water 
resources.  Education programs developed for the 270,000 private landowners aim to 
demonstrate the importance of natural resources and how these resources can be managed to 
assure they are available for current and future use.  Outreach programs are leveraged at 
approximately 1:7 (RREA:Leverage) with volunteer services (Master Gardeners, Master 
Naturalists, WV Woodland Stewards, and Woodland Owners Association members) as well as 
with funds from associated educational grants (e.g., USDA Redesign, WV Forest Stewardship 
Program).  The following are examples of the types of RREA funded activities in West Virginia. 
 

• Extension Specialists in forest resources, forest operations, and wildlife teamed up to 
bring an evening seminar titled “Timber!!!” to six counties across the state.  The seminars 
were designed to alert landowners to the complex nature of selling and harvesting timber. 
109 landowner participated in these events. 

• RREA played an important role in building woodland owners networks, groups of 
individuals that participate in “Walks in the Woods” and other natural resources 
seminars.  In 2015, over 120 woodland owners, nature enthusiasts, and interested citizens 
participated in these educational opportunities. 

• RREA continued to support Extension Specialists facilitation of the youth forestry 
contests and activities in West Virginia. The primary youth events include the WV 
Conservation Camp, the National 4H Forestry Invitational, and the Future Farmers of 
America state forestry contest.  These youth activities had over 200 participants. 

• RREA has contributed to diverse meetings around the state and regionally by providing 
funds for participation by WVU extension specialists.  These meetings have included the 
A.B. Brooks Forestry Symposium, Forest Stewardship training courses, Society of 
American Foresters meetings, and Master Gardener and Master Naturalist events.  Over 
3500 individuals participated in these activities.   

• In collaboration with the WV Forestry Association, an 
effort was made to start the WV Loggers Council to identify 
key issues, develop an internal communication method, and 
affiliate with the American Loggers Council. 
 
Photo: Participants of an RREA funded shiitake mushroom 
workshop enjoy working together to inoculate their shiitake 
logs in Marshall County. 
 
West Virginia RREA contact:  
Ronnie Helmondollar, Director, Agriculture and Natural 
Resources Development, PO Box 6130, Morgantown, WV 
26506. Telephone (304) 293-6131, email: 
RRHelmondollar@mail.wvu.edu 
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